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ver the last decades, sound appreciation (as music listening) has been naturally 
transformed by the use of technological apparatuses. From concert halls to the privacy 
of our homes, in our commute, music has been presented to us in different formats and 

materials. In this case study I intend to raise a discussion on a recent new format of musical album: 
“the album app”. The starting point of this research was the analysis of the first two album apps 
in music history: The National Mall by Bluebrain (March 2011) and Biophilia by Björk (October 
2011). Following Bluebrain’s album concept, I emphasise here that the core of this investigation is 
the location-based musical album app. This new format makes use of the premisses of locative art 
and the technology of mobile media (smartphones, tablets) and Global Positioning System (GPS) 
in order to produce musical spaces. Those spaces may be experienced as a musical album as well 
as a walking route augmented by music. 

From the perspective of Media Ecology, mainly from McLuhan’s works, I analyse here the 
location-based musical album media ecosystem. As well as I intend to debate it relating to its 
historical background, drawing parallels between the state of the art and previous projects, which 
made use of different technology. 

The research question: “How does the physical space affect the experience of listening to a location-
based musical album?” Translates my intention in analysing the space as interface. In order 
to understand the phenomena of location-based musical album app in its real life context, a 
field experiment followed by survey was carried out. I intend to discuss the outcome of the 
field experiment in relation to the existing writings in the topic.  What is attempted here is a 
discussion of the ways site specific music listening occurs and how it provides an interesting 
experimental condition, which can be further discussed and utilised as a case in new media and 
media culture realm.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Musical Album App: a new format

usical albums are known as a collection of musical pieces released by a single artist or 
ensemble. Likewise, it can be a collection of music released by several artists (or bands) 
as a genre compilation 1. In the past decades, the music industry made accessible to 

the general public different formats of musical albums. Vinyl records, cassette tapes and Compact 
Discs belong to the nature of the tangible objects, that is one album or record is a limited physical 
thing. This physicality would require some effort and time to transport a record to its receiver 
in another space (a different city, country or continent). In the late 1990s, with the “accidental” 
invention of the mp3 format and the peer-to-peer (P2P) networks, musical albums turned to be 
intangible and pervasive (Katz 2010, pp.163-175). The phenomenon of downloading/collecting and 
listening to MP3 files (music as albums or individual pieces) was encouraged most notably via the 
Napster network, however, after just a year of fruitful life (2001), Napster was forced to shut down. 
The album concept as a collection of musical pieces was also modified with the MP3 format when  
“[o]nline stores like iTunes charge by song, not by a full album, and others such as the new Napster, 
view music as something you subscribe to rather than own.” (Carter and Liu 2005, p.176) The 
music streaming turned the idea of accessibility to music even more immediate, as one can listen 
to the desired tune or album at any time and space without the need to wait for download. We can 
already notice that the power of curation delivered to listeners (from Napster downloading habits 
to YouTube, MySpace or Spotify streaming services) has been drastically modified and somehow 
censored (Katz 2010; Reynolds 2011). Analysing the mechanics of the streaming platforms, we 
notice that they resemble in some aspects the old frameworks of music distribution, meaning a 
throwback to the times in which recording industry giants would decide what was accessible or 
not to the public (Vieira de Oliveira 2013). 

In this short summary of the last decade in music, I try to contextualise the dramatic change since 
the era we listened to music via the traditional recording media (vinyl, tape or CD) to the digital 
MP3 era. As Katz significantly comments “I would suggest that the most distinctive and crucial 
attribute of MP3 files is their status as, in the language of economics, non-rivalrous resources. 
A resource is rivalrous if its consumption or use by one party limits its consumption or use by 
others. Most physical objects are rivalrous.” (2010, p.163) Traditional sound recordings are also 
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rivalrous, as when I own a copy of a record I limit everyone else’s use of it. On the other hand, with 
the accessibility of the MP3 format, to download or stream music doesn’t mean to take someone 
else’s song file (when I download it, I make a copy; when I stream it, I am listening it for as long as 
it sits in a server). This also means that what was once limited in time and space (also as quantities) 
now might no longer have such boundaries or physical limitations. One can access music at any 
time and space via the ubiquitous computing as an ordinary practice in our daily lives. 

In 2011 a number of articles2 were written, which pointed to a unique change to the format of the 
musical album. The following quote from an article titled “Is the music album app the next game 
changer?” illustrates what most of these articles focused on.

Remember MTV? That cool TV network that played music videos 24/7? Back in the 80s, MTV 
revolutionized the music industry. Video Killed The Radio Star, oh yes it did. MTV turned 
videos into a mainstream affair, making them the primary marketing tool for musicians. The 
video might have had its tough moment in the early 2000s, when music piracy and MTV’s lapse 
into reality programming came in between, but now visuals are back. YouTube fuelled the video 
revival, and from then on, the speed of innovation has been astounding, with the internet turning 
into the music industry’s main avenue of business. Today, there is more and more imagery added 
to music, with music album apps enjoying the latest buzz. Are they just a transient marketing 
gimmick, or will they become a central promotion technique for artists, like the music video? 
Going even further, is the app the future format of the album? (Bogdan 2013)

The introductory paragraph of the mentioned article is an example of the core idea discussed 
back in 2011. Technology focused writers were mainly speculating on “the future of music” 
within the realm of musical album. While Bogdan (2013) argues on the marketing perspective, 
I try to emphasise the implicit importance of the “media” in this passage. I believe that the 
“medium” should also be acknowledged as a fertile ground for new musical proposals, per se 
the release of the “album app” 3 format.  

I cannot affirm that the album app was merely a response from artists to the so called “digital 
darwinism” (Leonhard 2008, p.43), promoting new strategies in order to engage their audience 
in their works, or if it was a natural consequence of the state of the art in mobile music listening. 
I personally accept both points as plausible justifications. As pointed by Björk4 and Scott 
Snibbe5, before the iPad it was nearly impossible to deliver such complex project as it would not 
be that easily accessible to the public and it would not be viable to produce, mainly due to its 
high production costs. In the case of Björk’s Biophilia album, every song app6 offer a completely 
different environment and mechanics. Each song can work as a musical instrument. And also 
it differs from previous interactive projects for the fact it is delivered via a mobile device. For 
instance, touch screens and gyroscope sensors offer a different immersive interaction compared 
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to previous musical albums. In other versions of albums with multimedia content, perhaps using 
flash animation, or being the album released as a video game, these concepts are still tied down 
to the desktop model of mouse/keyboard interaction. I will highlight the argument of Vieira de 
Oliveira, from a perspective of live music engagement, but certainly also applicable to the album 
app realm: 

It is indeed a negation of the old formats, a moment where the roles have become blurred and 
more difficult to distinct from each other. Both for the satisfaction of the fans themselves, which 
seem no longer to suffice from the traditional methods of distribution and contact with their 
favorite artists, as well as to the musicians’ own strategies for survival in the digital age. Artists 
and musicians clearly must disconnect themselves from former paradigms and direct their efforts 
towards strategies to survive the “digital Darwinism” imposed by society’s current listening habits. 
(Vieira de Oliveira 2012, pp.45-46)

The second point of view presupposes the acknowledgment of the pervasive status of the media in 
the moment we are currently living and the opportunity that smartphones and tablets provide for 
supporting the processing of complex apps.

In 2011 the first two album apps in music history were released: Biophilia by Björk and The 
National Mall by Bluebrain. As a Björk fan, by the second semester of 2011 I was extremely 
curious about her eminent release and the way she managed to apply such complex ideas in a 
highly debated format. Shortly after, I had my first contact with it: I did not start with a mere 
“play” button but with a menu constellation instead. DNA’s replication, tectonic plates, lunar 
cycles (just to mention a few) were presented as interactive song apps. Björk’s project was mainly 
conceived to teach children concepts present in nature but it certainly achieved more than its 
pedagogical goals. It was also meant to encourage people to have an experience of music making 
and therefore it offered an unprecedented number of interactive inputs coming from the listeners’ 
side. As commented by Scott Snibbe (one of the app designers in the project): 

So the idea with the apps is that they’re not merely a music video, and also not just some kind of 
pure musicological analysis, but they’re actually a new creative experience that uses music, nature, 
technology and interactivity. For example, “Virus” is about viruses and other sort of parasitic 
phenomenon, that’s the natural aspect; and then musically it’s about generated music, music 
that’s created through processes and algorithms. The first single, “Crystaline” is about crystal 
structures in nature, and musically it’s related to musical structure and special environments. 
The way Bjork explained it to me at first is that this app represents the way Bjork sees music inside 
of her head, specifically pop music. (Snibbe 2011)
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The album app was welcomed as a new format for musical albums and I was initially interested in 
investigating which novelties were actually being delivered in such format. That was the starting 
point of this research. Although I made the analysis of the first two album apps, only the core 
concepts present in The National Mall will be discussed in depth. As one can notice the album 
release announcement, in March 2011, the intrinsic novelty tone in its approach:

Washington DC-based music duo Bluebrains’ latest release is not a standard album in the sense 
that it can be listened to passively in one sitting or, for that matter, at any location. Rather, it is 
a site-specific piece of music that responds to the listeners location within the stretch of park in 
downtown Washington DC known as the Mall. The work will be delivered as an app for the iPhone 
and is the first in a series of location-aware albums Bluebrain will create. (Bluebrain 2011)

Following Bluebrain’s album concept described above, I emphasise here that the core of this 
investigation is the location-based musical album app, often here referred as LBMA. However, I 
will dedicate one short section of this research to discuss and contextualise Biophilia album app 
for its huge impact in the mass media, as it was released by a worldwide known pop artist and, for 
that reason, more broadly discussed. I will draw a parallel between Biophilia’s premises to similar 
proposals explored since the late 1950s called “Open Work” - as depicted by Umberto Eco on his 
essay “The Poetics of the Open Work.”

From the perspective of Media Ecology (based in McLuhan, Ong and Postman’s studies) I intend 
to investigate a very basic aspect of this complex new universe of album app. When I mention 
Media Ecology I state that I am interested in understanding the effects of this system involving 
medium (mobile media), technology (smartphones, tablets, Global Positioning System) and its 
language (music). In this system I will focus mainly in the effects of one “cell”: the physical space 
(public urban spaces) in which a musical album will be published and co-exist in. I am aiming 
in this research to test and debate the idea that the physical space could work as an interface 
(idea which I will discuss further in Chapter 2) and could impact the way one experience the 
music listening. 

This very precise frame lead to my research question: “How does the physical space affect the experience 
of listening to a location-based musical album?”. Being a complex topic, I will point exactly which 
theories of this vast universe of space and music will be commented on in the next pages.

It is clear that the advances in media technology have been affecting the way we listen to music. 
For that matter I will comment in Chapter 2 the evolution of personal stereos (as smartphones 
and tablets) which made possible the release of the first album apps. However, in this research I 
am interested less in the devices and more in the activity (music listening) and how slightly (or 
dramatically) it has been affected by new album formats and media. Likewise, it is interesting 
to realise that in the era of mobile and pervasive computing the novel location-based album 
app is revisiting the site specific moment in the history of music listening. The location-based 
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album might be taking a new approach but it can still resemble to a point in sound history in 
which listening to music was less fluid or say “mobile-less”. When the audience would listen to 
music indoors (in the concert hall, living room, etc) rather than outdoors walking on the streets. 
I also emphasise the headset as a great symbol of individualisation of sounds. This means that 
the experience of music listening, even though often surrounded by others, creates an exclusive 
moment when the listener filters out the external world while dealing with the audio content. As 
illustrated by Kracauer when commenting on the impact of radio in daily practices:

Who would want to resist the invitation of those dainty headphones? They gleam in living rooms 
and entwine themselves around heads all by themselves; and instead of fostering cultivated 
conversation (which certainly can be a bore), one becomes a playground for worldwide noises 
that, regardless of their own potentially objective boredom, do not even grant one’s modest right to 
personal boredom. Silent and lifeless, people sit side by side as if their souls were wandering about 
far away. But these souls are not wandering according to their own preference; they are badgered 
by the news hounds, and soon no one can tell anymore who is the hunter and who is the hunted. 
(Kracauer 1995, p.333)

In this research, I hope to raise a debate by testing the location-based musical album concept. 
To do so, I reproduced its main premisses prototyping a smartphone mobile app, which served 
the purpose of a field experiment. What is attempted here is a discussion of the ways in which 
this process (of site specific music listening on the go) occurs and how it provides an interesting 
experimental condition, which can be further discussed and utilised as a case in new media and 
media culture realm. 
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1.1 Thesis Structure

This master’s thesis is divided into three main sections and 7 Chapters. 

The first section, presents the Introduction, followed by the justification and the methodology 
adopted. A brief analysis of the historical background on music listening via mobile gadgets 
is presented in Chapter 2. I focused mainly in locative-art related to music listening and also 
included the analysis of the state of the art and related works in Chapter 2. For that purpose, I 
selected the first two album apps in history as cases of analysis: The National Mall by Bluebrain 
and Biophilia by Björk, both released in 2011. Although my focus was in location-based albums, 
I also gave special attention to the analysis of Björk’s Biophilia, as it is considered the first album 
app released by a pop artist and because it raised most of the questions that were the starting point 
for my research at the time.

The second section of the research is dedicated to a detailed description of the experiment design, 
followed by the survey design. This phase was developed in order to gather data that was not 
available in any other sources. The section describes the steps that were taken to test the concept 
of a location-based album, designed for the city of Bremen - Germany. In the experiment section, 
I also describe the hypothesis that certain treatments could affect the listening experience of 
a musical album. As the main focus of my research was the effect physical space has over the 
listening experience in location-based albums, this will naturally be the focus of the survey design 
applied on the test day. All the minutiae of this phase of the research are described on Chapter 3 
of this section.

The third section is dedicated to Data Analysys, Conclusion, References, Appendix. The chapter 
4 displays how data analysis was carried out. In the Chapter 5 - Conclusion I will mention the 
challenges during the process, the main findings of the research, the discussion on whether the 
main goals of the research were accomplished in full and the possibilities for future works.
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1.2 Motivation

…“lend your ears to music, open your eyes to painting, and … stop thinking! Just ask yourself 
whether the work has enabled you to “walk about” into a hitherto unknown world. If the answer 
is yes, what more do you want?” (Wassily Kandinsky)

“If I were not a physicist, I would probably be a musician. I often think in music. I live my 
daydreams in music. I see my life in terms of music.” (Albert Einstein)

“Without music, life would be a mistake.” (Friedrich Nietzsche)

Prior to this master’s thesis, I have always had a great interest in human behaviour. How not to 
be fascinated by that? Further, in my professional career as a visual communication designer, 
I kept valuing such interest and believed that I should have a better understanding on the 
fields that investigate basic human interactions and dynamics in their daily lives to design and 
communicate better visually. After I started this master program, it became even clearer to me the 
need of understanding the way our surroundings (the cities) and the apparatuses we deal daily 
with (technology) affect people’s behaviour. In order to think as an interaction designer and at 
least have a critical view of the affects of the designs we daily deal with, I have opted for a more 
sociology-centred research rather than a gadget focused one. Although this research pretty much 
acknowledges the new possibilities provided by smartphones in mobile music listening, I follow 
my old interest in understanding the experience of human engagement with music listening 
rather than going deep into the hardware or software minutiae. 

Although distant from my academic background — as a visually oriented graphic designer that 
was — I have always the “invisible world” of music as a great inspiration for daily professional 
activities. This gradual affinity in uniting these two worlds was explored in my bachelor’s thesis, 
back in 2007. Then I had the goal to unite music and graphic design. How to express music as 
visual pieces? Having Wassily Kandinsky (who used his synaesthesia7 to create a number of 
abstract paintings) as an inspirational figure, I tried to exercise the exceedingly challenging task 
of “seeing sound and hearing colours”. In that previous and briefer research, I used experimental 
typography (present in the works of Wolfgang Weingart, the futurist typographic pieces, the punk 
fanzines and further on Neville Brody’s and David Carson’s work, to mention a few) to translate 
music in the shape of printed posters. That research was also about design processes and creative 
methodology and explored music as objects of inspiration. This work also resulted in a workshop 
held at NDesign (the national congress of Design students in Brazil) in 2008, in Manaus - BR. 
The workshop aimed to provoke critical reflections on creative processes and the concepts of 
“postmodern” design. During the experimentation, I noticed how music could stimulate students 
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in a quite spontaneous and often irrational way. Fortunately, I achieved the goal of boosting 
their creative process more efficiently when presenting typographical concepts using music as 
a scenario, in contrast with the typography lectures, which used to be centred in history and 
technical aspects of legibility only. 

In that moment, I was sort of testing, without even noticing, how sounds can actually affect 
positively a daily action (in that case, the action of designing a poster). As a sequel to that, in 
my current study I investigate a very similar realm, but now from the opposite perspective: the 
visible (physical public spaces) affecting the invisible (the musical territory). The affects of the 
public spaces on the experience of listening to music, as locative art8, became the main focus of 
this research. 

This brief analysis of my previous work and experiences is presented here as an introduction 
on the motivational aspect for the current research. My focus now is on how, while designing 
an album app – more specifically a location-based album – we should take in consideration the 
visible (physical public space) as a relevant conceptual factor. I also intend to explore the idea of 
visible affecting the invisible when taking the approach of “aesthetic control” present in Bauman’s 
and Bull’s writings (see Chapter 2).  
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1.3 Methodology: the substance and the boundaries 

In this section I will briefly justify my choice for the Case Study methodology while detailing some 
peculiarities of the method. At the initial phase of this research, in order to help me accomplish some 
essential methodological steps, I considered that was essential to perform a literature review. I believe 
using theory would contribute enormously to better understand and develop my research focus 
(which naturally evolved during the course of this research). This also helped me to decide which 
data should be considered relevant and how to collect them, as well as supported the methodology 
choice, clarifying which would be more suitable to the limitations of this master’s thesis. 

When I refer to the “decision whether or not to use theory” (Yin 2012, p.9), this may seem as an 
obvious choice in research, but theory was not the unique source of material analysed in this study. 
The literature review section supported mainly the need to suggest a simple set of relationships such 
as “a [hypothetical] story about why acts, structures, and thoughts occur” (Sutton & Staw 1995, p. 
378). More precisely, theory helped to answer “why album apps were called a new way of experiencing 
music?”, as I wrote a short overview of projects that offered very similar concepts but using different 
technologies in different moments of sound history.

While understanding that “the distinctive need for case study arises out of the desire to understand 
complex social phenomena” and that it allows the researcher to keep “the holistic and meaningful 
characteristics of real-life events”, I tried to relate such aspects to the main goals of this research 
(Yin 2009, p.4). Firstly, I was confident I had as initial “hopes” to investigate and comprehend “a 
contemporary phenomenon in depth and within its real-life context” (ibid. p.18). Secondly, I was 
sure that I had as investigator, little or no control over such events or situations. Thirdly, I would 
use a “how” or “why” question to shape this study (ibid. p.8). After reflecting on such statements 
I confirmed that choosing case study as method of research would fit in my aims in this master’s 
thesis. Nevertheless, as wisely stated by Robert Yin “every research method can be used for all three 
purposes: exploratory, descriptive, and explanatory.” (ibid. p.7) What basically assured I was deciding 
for the more advantageous method were the simplified aspects displayed at the following table.

Method Form of Research 
Question

Requires control of 
Behavioral Events?

Focuses on 
Contemporary Events

Experiment how, why? yes yes

Survey
who, what, where,
how many,  
how much?

no yes

Archival 
Analysis 

who, what, where, 
how many,  
how much?

no yes/no

History how, why? no no

Case Study how, why? no yes
 
Figure 1.1  Relevant Situations for Different Research Methods 
Source: COSMOS Corporation
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As it can be noticed, the Experiment (which can also be used as a data collection method in case 
study) demands very close conditions to the ones in case study methodology. But considering 
my sample size and that I did not intend to have 100% control over the participants, I decided I 
should not adopt Experiment as methodology for this research.

1.3.1 Defining the Unity of Analysis (and the “Case”):

A “case” is generally a bounded entity (an organisation, a behavioural condition, a person, an 
event, or other social phenomenon). Very commonly the boundary between the case and its 
contextual conditions - in both spatial and temporal dimensions - may be blurred. (Yin 2012, p.6)

In this study I defined as the “case”: “the listening experience of location-based albums”. The subject 
of my case study can be seen as a social phenomenon: the act of listening to musical albums. What 
made it exceptional was the fact that it was claimed to be a new way of experiencing musical albums 
with the shape of locative-art6. I am particularly interested in the listener’s experience of location-
based albums so I did not extend the research to the musicians’ or the music industry’s perspectives.

The unity of analysis (which is equal to the definition of the “case”) is the listening experience of 
a location-based musical album which turns out to be a more specific situation if compared to the 
usual way of listening to music via mobile devices (Yin 2009, p.30).

1.3.3 The Case Study Design

In order to plan a series of actions to be executed and to develop my research focus, I needed to 
understand the different types of case study design, if the study would consist of a single or of 
multiple cases and if I would choose to “keep the case ‘holistic’ or to have embedded subcases 
within an overall holistic case.” (Yin. 2012, p.7)

A holistic case might be about how and why a particular artist implemented a new way of releasing 
a musical album: the album app (holistic level). But the study might also include data collected 
about a group of people that experienced this novel type of musical album - whether from a 
sample survey, from the analysis of the listeners’ access to this album (via number of downloads of 
the album app) or from some other source (the embedded level). If I am limited to a single artist, 
I would have an embedded, single case study. If I aim to study two or more artists (in which the 
situation of the album app occurred) in the same manner, I would have an embedded, multiple 
case study (ibid.). 
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Embedded Unit of 
Analysis 1

Embedded Unit of 
Analysis 2

Figure 1.2 Basic Types of Designs for Case Studies

Source: COSMOS Corporation.

In a single case study, I would have two possible ways of designing it:
- as a descriptive case: if the goal is to portray “what happened” in a particular case.
- as an explanatory case: if the aim is to explain “how” and “why” events might have happened as 

they did.
In a multiple case study:
- cross-case syntheses: when being able to examine multiple cases as part of the same case study.
- case study evaluation: using this method to evaluate some kind of initiative.

When picking the most advantageous case study design type I was not only considering the 
research goals but also the limitations of resources such as: sufficient time to gather and process 
data as an independent researcher; financial resources to develop this study based (or not) on a 
“statistically significant” sample size, which was not possible in this occasion (Fowler 2002).

After analysing carefully all the four possibilities on case study design I acknowledged the 
“embedded multiple case” or “cross-case syntheses” as the most advantageous. Although it is known 
as a more complex kind to implement it would also help me to build my final conclusions, as the 
ensuing data (in this design kind) can provide greater confidence on the research findings.
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As remarked by the theorist on case study Robert K. Yin, “the cases in a multiple-case study 
[...] might have been selected either to predict similar results (direct replications) or to predict 
contrasting results but for anticipatable reasons (theoretical replications).” (Yin 2012, p.8)

When considering my research limitations on the sample size, for instance, I could support my 
conclusions better when doing the comparison of data gathered while analysing two similar 
groups (students having similar age);  in two similar situations in a real-life context (listening 
to the location-based album) but under a different main variable: the space (the route) in which 
the musical album is attached to. Additionally, when encompassing the survey data with the 
theoretical perspective I could more assuredly support my final conclusions. With this relational 
way of working I could understand and explain contextual conditions better - which possibly 
would not happen basing the conclusions on a survey study alone (Yin 2009, p.18). 

I will explain in more details how I did apply the chosen design on the following section “1.4 
Thesis Structure” (see p.18).

1.3.4 Data Collection in Case Study 

When I chose case study as my methodology and recognised that it is more than a type of 
qualitative research, I needed to make sure I would take the right strategy for data collection. If 
I based my research on history methodology, it would deal with phenomenon and context, but 
with non-contemporary events. With surveys, it would still be possible to study phenomenon 
and context, but the investigation of context would be more limited, as designing a survey means 
that one must struggle to limit the number of variables to be analysed (therefore the number of 
questions that could be asked) (Yin 2009).  In this case I would certainly not cover some relevant 
aspects in the locative interface effects on musical albums and its listening (from the listeners 
perspective). If I made use of an Experiment, it would only separate the phenomenon from its 
context, attending to only a few variables (typically, the context is “controlled” by the laboratory 
environment) and, in the case of location-based musical album, it was essential to have a data 
collection in its real-life environment. 

While analysing the possibilities of data collection in case study, I took in consideration the ones 
that would suit the limits of my research and serve it in a way that would facilitate covering most 
of the consistent aspects within the topic. In the following page, Figure 1.3 displays the six most 
common sources of evidence in case study.
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Figure 1.3 Six Common Sources of Evidence in Doing Case Studies

Source: “Applications of Case Study Design” p.10

1. Direct observation (e.g.: human actions or a physical environment) 

2. Interviews (e.g.: open-ended conversations with key participants)

3. Archival records (e.g.: student records)

4. Documents (e.g.: newspaper articles, letters and e-mails, reports)

5. Participant-observation (e.g.: being identified as a researcher but also    

     filling a real-life role in the scene being studied)

6. Physical artifacts (e.g.: computer downloads of employees’ work)

In the initial phase of this study, it was necessary to review the literature available on the topic 
of music listening via mobile gadgets as album apps. However, the literature review was a means 
to an end, and not an end in itself. As observed by Yin, the literature review may help to draw 
conclusion on what is known on a topic (2009, p.14), but in fact very few studies were carried on 
the topic of location-based musical albums. The access to documents was essential, as many of the 
magazines and newspapers published their initial impressions on the first location-based album 
released only two years ago (2011) by Bluebrain in Washington DC. I contacted myself the duo 
Bluebrain to enquire if they were aware of any scholars that had carried an empirical research on 
The National Mall project but, according to them, and my own search for references, there was 
no study of this sort until this present date. Considering the lack of research on the topic, the 
fact that the first project of its kind was very recently released (2011) and that it was not possible 
to make a study in loco, I realised I needed to design and test a similar project in Bremen. In 
order to collect data in real-life context, I used a field experiment followed by a survey. In my 
final conclusions I will correlate this mix of quantitative and qualitative data with the theoretical 
propositions discussed in Chapter 2.

The direct observation took place while I was designing the routes by walking and comparing 
the atmosphere from one to the other, and also during the experiment days. The photographies 
taken worked as a relevant visual data for post analysis and, along with my personal notes, were 
valuable within the data analysis process. These details will be better explained further in the 
chapter dedicated to data analysis. 
 
During the field experiment I could promote the phase of participant observation and make 
additional notes. Mostly in the end of each journey, I had informal conversations that provided 
valuable comments. During the experiment I also recorded the GPS routes via the smartphones, 
which I logged under the category of the Physical artefacts. The entire GPS route and its duration 
was recorded and saved in order to compare how long each participant would take to design the 
route and finally take in (during the experiment) the album listening walk. The analysis of these 
different sources of data helped me to draw my final conclusions and will be better detailed during 
the following chapters.
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Notes from Chapter 1

1. On Musical album: 
Available from: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Album [Accessed: 13th June 2012]

2. A few examples of mass media publications discussing Björk’s Biophilia
WIRED UK cover story: “Where apps go next. Björk reinvents the iPad.”  “How Björk’s ‘Biophilia’ 
album fuses music with iPad apps.” (issue 08.2011)
Billboard Magazine cover story: “Björk. Is her all-app album the future of music?” (issue 07.2011)
Dazed & Confused UK cover story: “Björk - shows you the future.” Björk was invited as a guest-
editor for this issue. (08.2011)

3. musical album app:
I did not find a definition and I cannot tell who was the first to use the term album app, although 
it is quite used in a number of newspaper and magazine articles. This term, as used in this thesis, 
refers to apps designed exclusively for mobile gadgets (smartphones and tablets) which invite the 
listener to interact with it via body movements (as touch screen gestures or walks) in order to listen 
to its content. The album app might encompass both the regular musical album content - music, 
lyrics and photos - along with other contents that should be manipulated by the listener in order 
to trigger the listening of the album. This novel album format intends to generate an individual 
experience of the artist’s work with the addition of interactive inputs from the listeners side. Before 
the album app, the listener would need to press a play button or to position a needle on a vinyl 
record in order to listen to it. On the other hand, in album apps the listener is invited to act in a 
way that exceeds the “play and listen”. There was a shift between a “passive listening” to an “active 
listening”. The listener would perform actions such as walking, tapping or tilting the device screens, 
in order to play song apps in the shape of gamified music or instruments, making their own version 
of the songs in  order to listen to the album. The term “gamification” is used here as in the definition 
by Deterding et al. “the use of game design elements in non-game contexts” (2011, p.9)

4. Examined in BBC Radio 6’s podcast. Bjork: Biophilia: The Icelandic singer discusses her new 
album (2011)
Elizabeth Alker spoke to Bjork about the album ‘Biophilia’. Björk mentions the iPad as an 
exceptional opportunity to release her album-app and her intentions to teach music using new 
technology and approaches: 
“[…] ‘well now I finally have this! This is the time!’ Because I found cutting edge technology that 
could sort of show kids in a really simple way teaching about musicology […] things like scales, 
rhythm, chords, attached each one of this subjects to elements in nature to make it look super simple 
for a kid. And we started programming it back in 2008 I heard these rumours that in a couple of 
years time this thing between an iPhone and a laptop would come out and then two years later the 
iPad came along so it just fitted like a clock really! [...]”
Available from: http://www.bbc.co.uk/6music/news/20110713_bjork.shtml  [Accessed: 26th 
October 2011]
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5. Scott Snibbe talk at Science Gallery YouTube Channel. He explains how iPad helped the 
production of many of his interactive arts (as Gravilux 2012; Bubble Harp 2010; Tripolar 2011). 
He emphasizes that previously it was costly to produce and make accessible to the general public 
such number of projects that are now in the format of mobile apps. Scott Snibbe studio has 
recently designed and released the album app REWORK_ (Philip Glass Remixed) for the world 
wide artist Philip Glass (2013).
See Online video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u7NnMgZjRF0  
[Accessed: 15th January 2012]

6. song app: in case of Björk’s Biophilia album, I named every musical piece as song app as each of 
them deliver a completely different content, mechanics and proposal, although they are all pieces 
of the entire album app, they can also be interpreted as apps if analysed individually. 

7. Kandinsky is believed to have had synaesthesia, a harmless condition that allows a person to 
appreciate sounds, colours or words with two or more senses simultaneously. In his case, colours 
and painted marks triggered particular sounds or musical notes and vice versa. 
The man who heard his paintbox hiss. The Telegraph. [Online]. 10th June. 
Available from: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/art/3653012/The-man-who-heard-his-
paintbox-hiss.html 
[Accessed: 15th October 2012]

8. “The term ‘locative art’ could be broadly defined as referring to experimental and artistic 
practices from a variety of disciplinary backgrounds, practices that engage the relationship 
between networked mobile media and the physical and social contexts they create. (see Behrendt, 
2004, 2010)” (Behrendt 2012, p. 159)
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 The Media Ecology Approach

From iPod to live sets, from Napster to Spotify, from media stores to concept stores, from garage 
to online jam sessions from ghetto blaster to the mobile phone equipped with loud speakers, from 
gigs to raves, music spaces have dramatically changed over the last generation. But, how has 
music transformed the spaces where our everyday rhythms and interpersonal relations occur? 
Which are the different uses of music in domestic and urban spaces, in real and imaginary places? 
How do technologies old and new contribute to reshape the use of space?  (Lo Squaderno 2013)

uch of what is being discussed in this issue of “Lo Squaderno” (2013) involves our 
relationship with music on a daily basis. It is clear on this discourse a certain emphasis 
on the technology and media impact in the way we experience/listen to music. My 

object of study, the album app, as contemporary case of a new musical album format, can also be 
interpreted as a consequence of media technology advances. But before I step into the realm of 
musical album apps I would like to relate such interest in debating new technologies impacting 
our everyday lives with a well established intellectual tradition known as “Media Ecology”. In the 
next paragraphs, I will discuss its main concepts and how they might be reflected on this research. 

As Fuller comments (2005) about “media ecologies”,  the term might be specified in order to 
communicate to the reader which angle the analysis is adopting. As he argues that “the term is 
ambiguous, too, given its number of different current uses” (ibid. p.3). As a traditional biological 
ecosystem, a media ecosystem is understood as “a system consisting of human beings and the 
media and technology through which they communicate with each other. It also includes the 
languages with which they express and code their communication” (Logan 2010, p.35).

Media Ecology aims to set a possible balance between humans and such elements called media. 
I acknowledge media ecology studies essential to the human-computer interaction (HCI) field, 
in which the perspective of the media and technology as an environment interconnecting 
information from one cell to the other (often as complementary  media) would impact our ways of 
perceiving reality and experiencing it. Such angle of media ecology is very present in this research. 
As commented by Postman as well as by McLuhan.

[...] A medium is a technology within which a culture grows; that is to say, it gives form to a 
culture’s politics, social organization, and habitual ways of thinking. Beginning with that idea, 
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we invoked still another biological metaphor, that of ecology [...] We put the word “media” in the 
front of the word “ecology” to suggest that we were not simply interested in media, but in the ways 
in which the interaction between media and human beings gives a culture its character and, one 
might say, helps a culture to maintain symbolic balance. (Postman 2000, pp. 10-11)

Postman places the definition of media ecology as a field of inquiry while McLuhan emphasises on 
the praxis, as stated in his following definition of media ecology given in a TV interview in 1977:

It [media ecology] means arranging various media to help each other so they won’t cancel each 
other out, to buttress one medium with another. You might say, for example, that radio is a bigger 
help to literacy than television, but television might be a very wonderful aid to teaching languages. 
And so you can do some things on some media that you cannot do on others. And, therefore, if 
you watch the whole field, you can prevent this waste that comes by one canceling the other out. 
(McLuhan 2003b, p. 271)

In this research, I am assuming the angle mostly from McLuhan’s works rather than from Ong 
and Postman’s contributions. Although the three seem to be essential pillars for the “Media 
Ecology” tradition (Strate 2004) I consider Postman’s works much more related to the debate 
of technology on teaching, which is on the territory of oral to print era first and later from print 
to electric age, with the TV impact on teaching (Ibid). Likewise, Ong’s emphasis is on language 
(“Orality and Literacy” 1982) and might not be as close to the topic of music listening, although he 
certainly touches the ground of sound present in speech. Although I focused on different analysis, 
I acknowledge the importance of their work and I believe their contributions are interconnected 
and give substance to media ecology as an intellectual tradition.

As Logan (2010) argues, although media ecology has its origins (in McLuhan’s approach) in the 
evolution of language, it is of great importance in contemporary discussions on new media. I see 
it as a convenient reminder on his updated analysis on McLuhan’s studies: “The line of research 
on the origin and evolution of language led me to the conclusion that a media ecology approach 
connects all aspects of communication and informatics and embraces not only the study of media 
but also the study of technology and language and the interaction of these three domains all of 
which from an ecosystem” (ibid p.35).

I found it equally interesting to bring this topic, from media communication field, as it can “remind 
us” of the meaning of many expressions we extensively use in a daily basis in order to enrich this 
debate. What is a medium, media, interface, language, how do they take shape on the so called 
embodied computing? Often such terms end up losing their significance as their meanings are 
not necessarily clear when applied in different contexts. I found it relevant to dedicate a section to 
such terms starting from what Media Ecology stands for. And further exemplifying how that can 
be present on my empirical data collection. 
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2.1.1 Debating on the terminologies of media studies

As well depicted by Logan (2010) can be a tricky task to differentiate the terminologies in media 
ecology as a certain interchangeability occurs among language, technology and media - when 
carefully analysing it: 

a language is both a technology and a medium; a technology is a medium and it may also be 
considered a language because it possesses both a lexicon and a syntax (i.e., the procedures for its 
use); and a medium is some form of technology and also in a certain sense a language. If this is the 
case, why have we created three categories to distinguish among media, technology and language? 
(ibid. p.35)

Logan develops his thought giving the meaning for each as three separated phenomena: language 
(speech), technology (hardware-configured tool), and medium (environment) but emphasises in 
his conclusion that they cannot be restricted to narrow definitions and should be always considered 
as a media ecosystem and not as literal representation of their meaning in separate. As he concludes:

The study of media, language, and technology and their effects revealed the overlap of these three 
categories. Languages and technologies mediate and create environments like media. Media and 
technologies are languages of expression, which like a language communicate information with 
their own unique semantics and syntax. (ibid. p.35)

From the perspective mentioned above, I framed this work as an attempt to investigate human 
perceptions on a specific situation in which the media (technology) is made necessary in order 
to augment a space with music. The system is therefore composed by humans (the musicians/
artists; the listeners); the medium (the smartphone or tablet) and the language (the music). I see 
it as a communication being established from an artist/musician towards the audience. As music 
is a form of art, it also aims to deliver a message or to provoke reflections – preferably under a 
free range of interpretations. In the system presented in this work, I consider the space as one 
relevant cell of this environment. It comprises a layer which I theorise could bring a new meaning 
to a musical piece, being such physical space the terrain for its musical piece to “exist” and to be 
encountered by its listeners. I found myself debating how the space would be labelled in this triad 
(language; technology; medium). 

Considering the argument on locative media by Farman (2012), there is a cultural shift occurring 
based on the mobile computing technologies which is “a practice of embodied space in the digital 
age” (ibid p.1). Farman also develops how he is interested “on the ways these devices work in 
tandem with bodies and locales in a process of inscribing meaning into our contemporary social 
and spatial interactions” (ibid p.1). When he mentions “embodied space”, I interpret it as if the 
medium (the smartphone, in this study) can wrap up a concept and insert it in a space as well as the 
space can be perceived through the medium acquiring a new meaning. However, after reflecting 
on that, I was intrigued by the idea of the space assuming the function of an interface within this 
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system, in which it would be the responsible for transmitting information to its receiver. As in the 
case of location-based musical albums, music is only accessible while walking on that area. Thus, I 
saw the need to develop this thought further on “Space as interface” in order to reflect on the way 
one could distinguish certain parts of such mosaic and how perhaps that would reflect on more 
interesting design of interactions, within the site specific musical albums realm. 

As I discuss if physical space can be interpreted as one of the interfaces, I will include it in this 
ecosystem as “medium” (environment) along with the mobile devices and headsets as vital 
“information mediator” to the listener in technology. Bellow I summarise in Figure 1.4 the media 
ecosystem analysed in this work:

Figure 1.4 “Soundtracking Paths” Ecosystem
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2.2 Space as Interface

We have always needed different types of filters to interact with the world. Our bodies, languages, 
signs, and symbols are just some examples of these filters. There have never been unmediated 
interactions with others or with the spaces that surround us. But the relationship between us, the 
world around us, and what makes this relationship possible have been far from constant. As social 
norms and social spaces change, we have developed new types of filters and devices to interact with 
others and our environment. [...] In the 1960s, a new term to describe some types of filters was 
popularized: interface. (de Souza e Silva & Frith 2012, p.1)

As Silva and Frith (2012) points out, during the sixties the term interface became present in 
the media technology discourse. Later, in the 1980s, it became part of everyday life with the 
popularisation of the Macintosh’s and later Windows’ graphical user interface (GUI). Following 
this heritage, currently when one hears the word interface will probably relate it first to any kind of 
screen based interaction as a graphical indication for computing actions. But the most interesting 
point I would like to discuss here is when Silva and Frith explain the term interface as filters and 
how they have been constantly mediating communication in our lives. Interface can be understood 
as “something that is between two other parts or systems, and helps them to communicate or 
interact with each other. Interface is something that makes a connection between two parties, 
but it also becomes part of that system, influencing how they interact with each other.” (ibid. p.2)

On the previous section on Media Ecology (see p.24), I started debating if space could possibly be 
interpreted in that as interface. I will further develop this notion based on what de Souza e Silva and 
Frith as well as Farman state regarding locative media and mobile interface. 

Picture this: I am bored at home and a friend suggests me a musical album release. I feel curious as 
it seems to be in a nice part of my town and I believe I should feel more inspired and energised after 
a walk. After a couple of clicks and “agrees”, a new musical album is available on my smartphone. 
However, from the moment I installed this album app I was aware that its listening will take place 
(or be presented) in the proximities of the Weser side and in the Domsheide tram station. I look 
beforehand in a map to make sure where I want to start my musical journey, and  I can see there 
are six musical pieces/zones. I choose a starting point and I get there by tram. By tapping my 
smartphone screen I initialise my album app, it is already on but the music is not yet in course 
then I know I should walk a bit further. Some minutes later I start listening to the first chords of a 
musical piece. I look around me and enjoy my experience. I follow my own sense of direction, as 
I know well this part of my city, I rarely look at my mobile screen to find (play) the next track. As 
soon as I step into a new demarcated musical zone, songs fade in and out. I cross new areas, one 
after another and I keep going exploring the cityscape while being guided by the spontaneous walk, 
pushed further by my curiosity on what can be sonically (as well as visually) revealed next.  



1 Lowgren (2013): Interaction Design - brief intro.

http://www.interaction-design.org/encyclopedia/interaction_design.html

(accessed August 23rd 2013)
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The previous paragraph illustrates what I mean with listening experience within the context of 
a location-based musical album. Such situation was replicated on the field experiment designed 
for this research. Acknowledging that interface should mediate and help one part to interact with 
the other, and knowing that in the example given I must walk on a space in order to trigger a 
musical piece, I have them conclude that my space is (not uniquely) an interface. My smartphone 
screen and my headset could also be interpreted in the same way, but I believe they would be 
less perceptible or they play a more subtle role than the physical space that surrounds me. The 
location-based album listening is ideally not a screen based practice as it can triggers the tunes 
via the walking and not via tapping play buttons or by shaking a device. The walking becomes 
the input that the listener must give in order to cover or to listen the entire album. I see the 
space as a more relevant interface as it can somehow guide me further on my experience. As one 
might be more attracted to follow one direction rather than the other by what it seems (or heard 
as a soundscape interference). The space mediates, and might reshape and add meaning to that 
musical composition. 

My argumentation also follows what is proposed as “pervasive interfaces” by Gane and Beer (2008) 
and commented by de Souza e Silva and Frith (2012):

 Pervasive interfaces are mobile and “invisible” devices, such as mobile phones, RFID tags, 
and other location-based technologies. (...) And because these mobile interfaces are becoming 
increasingly ubiquitous, interfaces should be understood as spatial forms that are tied to broader 
sets of social and cultural dynamics. (ibid. p.3)

It is this interpretation that I am bringing to discussion, that space can be acknowledged as 
interface and considered as part of the design of interactions 1  of a location based album is also 
commented by Farman as “practices of embodied spaces through mobile media” (2012 p.5) 
described as the key discussion on his book. Farman comments “Instead of the excessive visibility 
of our systems, ubiquitous or pervasive computing often seeks to create an environment in which 
the technologies remain invisible” (ibid. p.7).

As well as greatly observed by Bolter and Grusin when coining the term “interfaceless interface”:

What designers often say they want is a an ‘interfaceless’ interface, in which there will be no 
recognizable electronic tools-not buttons, windows, scroll bars, or even icons as such. Instead, 
the user will move through the space interacting with the objects ‘naturally’, as she does in the 
physical world. (1999 p. 23)

For Weiser “The most profound technologies are those that disappear. They wave themselves into 
the fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable from it.” As a result of this argumentation, 
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additionally I see that to maintain this transparency and fluid experience one must also encounter 
the quality of the immediate. As theorised by Farman (2012) when referencing Bolter and Grusin:

Immediacy privileges a seamless connection to our media so that they fluidly integrate with our 
bodies and our surroundings. A pre-digital form of this kind of immediacy is going to the cinema: 
the audience sits down among perhaps hundreds of other movie-goers, the lights go down and 
the medium of film transports them beyond the movie theatre to the realm of the narrative. The 
audience is so immediately connected with the medium that they often forget that they are sitting 
among hundreds of people (and can get so emotionally connected that the story might even lead 
the audience members to tears). This is the same immediacy afforded by a good book. (ibid. p.7)

I acknowledge as well immediacy as an essential state for the interactions within the listening 
experience of the location-based album. It shows how consistent the musical album can be in its 
dynamics, maintaining the album (and its parts: songs) listening constant and flawless between 
input (walking) and output (music). The comment of one of the participants of the field experiment 
when the fluid experience of listening to the album became unstable due to the bugs in GPS 
information when close to tall buildings in Route 2, was a remark useful for the improvements of 
its design:

Such a ‘soundwalk’ is different in a way that the music pieces are in different ways fitted to the places 
you walk around. And they would change depending on the location of the listener. In the case that 
the technical aspects would work perfectly and there were smooth transitions between the different 
pieces while walking in certain directions, it would be a great offer for exploring certain areas. (...) But 
I believe it could only work in a very good way if location-based triggering would work more precisely 
and less affected by poor signal etc. (male participant, Route 2, on how the LBMA listening was 
different from his usual listening to music via mobile gadgets)  

In order to enrich this debate, I would also like to point out the comment by de Souza e Silva 
when interpreting what she names as “social interface” (2006, p.261). Our perceptions of spaces 
we inhabit, and the ways in which we interact with other people are influenced by the interface. 
She argues that “[...] more than specific technologies, interfaces are symbolic systems that filter 
information and actively reshape the space in which social interactions takes place” (2012, p.4). 
The “social interface” approach would add to my conclusions that physical space is not the only 
one I can observe as such, but language (the musical piece) can also be seen as an interface in this 
case of LBMA. As previously debated, the triad language-technology-medium would often overlap 
and, in this case, I see it as a natural dynamics of a system that can be perceived as simple and flat 
but also very complex depending on the point of view of the observer. When musical pieces (as 
interfaces) “are connected to their place of operation” (the site specificity), how could they shape 
our everyday sociability in social public spaces? In the following section “Filmic Cities” and its 
“Aesthetics Control” - A Reverse Approach”, I will debate this form of augmentation of space via 
music and GPS information and analyse from an inverted perspective the theory proposed by 
Michael Bull in a case in which music aestheticises the physical spaces and vice versa.
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2.3 “Filmic Cities” and its “Aesthetics Control”  

        A Reverse Approach 

Many points discussed in this master’s thesis were enriched by the reading of the works of Michael 
Bull. I was thrilled by the rich contextualisation I found in his work as he was one of the few 
researchers on mobile music listening in urban culture to do empirical investigations. As he points 
out: “In 1993 when I began investigating personal-stereo use no empirical research had been 
carried out in any discipline on this subject. Personal stereos had largely passed the academy by.” 
(2000 p.5). Among Bull’s works, I will discuss particularly the content of two chapters: “The Filmic 
Cities and Aesthetic Experience” (ibid. pp. 85-96) and “The Audio Visual iPod” (2007, pp. 38-49) 

Bull contextualises the practices of aestheticising cities via the mobile music listening. He addresses 
the visible and invisible concept when discussing environments under a musical layer, and he points 
the personal stereo as one of the first gadgets to be used for augmenting realities. The musical layer, 
accessible via mobile gadgets, may shape everything else that surrounds the listener. This practice, 
explored in the works of sociologist Zygmunt Bauman is also referred to as “aesthetic control”:

The beauty of ‘aesthetic control’– the unclouded beauty, beauty unspoiled by the fear of danger, 
guilty conscience or apprehension of shame – is its inconsequentiality. This control will not 
intrude into the realities of the controlled. It will not limit their options. It puts the spectator into 
the director’s chair – with the actors unaware of who is sitting there, of the chair itself, even of 
being potential objects of the director’s attention. Aesthetic control, unlike any other, gruesome 
or sinister social control which it playfully emulates, allows to thrive the contingency of life which 
social spacing strove to confine or stifle. Inconsequentiality of aesthetic control is what makes its 
pleasures unclouded... I make them [people] into whatever I wish. I am in charge; I invest their 
encounter with meaning. (Bauman 1993, p. 6)

This can be exemplified with the sensations some participants described during the field 
experiment I executed:

Well, it would be nice to freeze the scene, and then activate movement little by little in random 
subjects and objects while others do not move at all.
(male participant, Route 2, on how he felt while listening to “Ambience”)

It [the music] made me want to stop and watch the ducks and imagine a “duck-dance” to the 
music [...]” (female participant, Route 1, on how she felt while listening to “Ambience”)

When listening to this music and looking around I feel’Like being able (I am not) to blend in with 
the action happening around (skateboards, bikes, etc).
(male participant, Route 2, on how he felt while listening to “Harmonic”)



2 Naples was just one of the cities portrayed by Benjamin’s among his several works.
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Having walked already around here was like grey without any details to notice. Having these 
tunes now makes me sharp and adds textures and hierarchies.
(male participant, Route 2, on how he felt while listening to “Slow”)

To Bauman much of what have been discussed in terms of aesthetic appropriation is on the realm 
of the visible. Bauman (1993) discusses it from the perspective of the urban  gaze; Richard Sennett’s 
(1990, 1994) discourse is on urban experiences based on visual sense - which he contrasts with 
the decline of speech and touch in such culture (Bull 2005). As Guilloch comments on Benjamin’s 
writings on the city “To wander the streets of the city, deciphering it spaces and structures as one 
walks, is the joy of the flâneur and the physiognomist.” (1996, p.26) “Flâneur” here is interpreted 
as the stroller and the physiognomist as the one which predicts events via facial expressions. 
This figure in an urban culture context observes the surroundings in order to create their private 
story out of the public environments and its events. Coming from this perspective, Bull via a re-
appropriation of Benjamin’s account of the “flânerie” (Tester 1994) states that “personal-stereo 
users become technologized flâneurs.” (2000, p.85) It is the privatisation of a urban public spaces, 
in the focus of this research occurring via the pervasive media (which I will further develop in 
“Public versus Private” p.36). This thematic was already well debated in Benjamin’s works on the 
city. Gilloch outlines:
 

The clearest example of spatial/architectural porosity in Naples is the mingling of public and 
private spaces. Transient is marked by the instability of boundaries, the reversal of interior and 
exterior. The relationship between public and private domains is a key theme in all Benjamin’s 
cityscapes. (1996, p.26) 2

I felt like an alien, looking at people their movement was kind of unfamiliar while having this 
piece of music in my head. I saw some people exercising in a gym from its window and then I was 
wondered of my feeling, I just described.  
(female participant, Route 1, on how she felt while listening to “Ambience”)

Bull uses the term “auditory looking” when discussing the situations in which the personal 
stereo use “is motivated as much by private concerns as users’ responses to the physical urban 
environment.” (2009, p.86) In his work I found numerous and various examples of filmic 
experiences. Such practice also relates, in my perspective, to what Farman comments on when 
arguing that his study on mobile media has its main focus on the “production of space and the 
bodies inhabiting those spaces”. (2012, p.4) And he points that such emerging technologies - here 
back to a locative-media perspective but still suiting to the point made by Bull - possibly are not 
conceived or analysed as a media in relation to a static or singular notion of space and singular 
“notion of embodiment in isolation. Instead, space and embodiment are intimately and indelibly 
linked.” (ibid.)
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Rheingold proposes in his book “Smart Mobs: The Next Social Revolution” (2002) that inevitably 
a collaboration between “virtual” and “material” will always occur, one object being affected in 
one environment will always affect the other. Also making a point in the same direction, including 
other types of objects and not only the smartphone (that in this case study is the medium for a new 
album format) Adam Greenfield (2006) points how such objects will be constantly communicating 
and aggregating new meanings to spaces which can receive and deliver information, from 
aesthetics values to other numerous affects as communication media can embrace. He termed 
such concept as “everyware”:

In everyware, the garment, the room and the street become sites of processing and mediation. 
Household objects from shower stalls to coffee pots are re-imagined as places where facts about 
the world can be gathered, considered, and acted upon. And all of the familiar rituals of daily 
life— things as fundamental as the way we wake up in the morning, get to work, or shop for our 
groceries—are remade as an intricate dance of information about ourselves, the state of the external 
world, and the options available to us at any given moment. (ibid. p.1)

Back to Farman comments, he states that “the collaboration between virtual space and what 
might be called “actual” space becomes so intertwined that it is no longer useful to think of 
them as distinct categories” (ibid, p.6). In my opinion, his comment brings a great acceptance 
of such pervasive media, however, from the perspective of a designer of interactions, I would 
personally find it useful still to think of virtual and physical space in separate first and then as a 
unique thing, in order to design a convenient stage so that the listener could perform their own 
listening experience. But, on the other hand, I believe that such elements, being progressively 
more dependant from each other, often will be experienced in daily extensive interaction between 
people, physical and virtual spaces with no perceivable differentiation.

Based on the existing accounts by authors mentioned in this chapter,  I reflected on the aspects 
of “aesthetic control” (via the use of personal-stereos) and was conjecturing if the reverse effect 
could possibly occur. My hypothesis is that, yes, it could. When a musical album is dependant of 
a physical public space (to be listened to) would that specific space affect the listening experience? 
Could the space aestheticise the music? And as it turns out, this became the main research 
question on this dissertation: “How does the physical space can affect the experience of listening to 
music?” Such question is related exclusively to the situation of LBMA. In the experiment carried 
and discussed later (see chapter 3 and 4), I found comments which include these effects and, 
although in the quantitative approach it did not show an expressive result, I see it clearly showing 
in the open questions responses. I did not find the “aesthetics control” in reverse as it could even 
be named “an affected aesthetic control” as the listener would not be the one recreating the space 
only but the space itself would affect the flow, the directions and the narrative that the listener 
would create. 
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Some comments from participants on this reverse effect commented in the last page: 

I feel very calm, the scenario activates on me a very positive feeling of serenity and peacefulness. 
I feel relaxed. 
(female participant, Route 1, on how she felt while listening “Ambience”) 

I would like to stay sitting here on the bench for a while and to relax a bit. 
(male participant, Route 1,on how he felt while listening “Ambience”)

I feel meditative, I really want to think in deep feelings. I feel in peace, the music disturbed me a 
little bit, and would like to have more superficial thoughts. Calm. I only want to enjoy the nature 
and my free time. 
(female participant, Route 1, on how she felt while listening “Ambience”)

As the piece “Ambience” in Route 1 was placed in a green area (see p.93), the responses reflected 
some characteristics that links to the physical space specificities. It is interesting to note that even 
though the last commentary says “the music disturbed me a little bit” meaning that perhaps that 
is not her favourite musical genre, she delivers the information that it appeals to her that green 
environment and her will of enjoying the nature and her free time. The first comment, in contrast 
to the response mentioned from Route 2 (male participant in p. 29 does not comment on the same 
feelings), mentions the scenario as activating “serenity and peacefulness.” Therefore I believe that 
it might be acceptable to theorise that the physical space affects the listening experience and also 
aestheticises it, and it might be a two way communication occurring within this system. 

I have not found yet such “reverse” approach on the “aesthetics control” coming from the literature 
on music listening, as the LBMS listening and its experience in public spaces has not been yet 
extensively discussed in the academic realm. But I think it would be interesting if such concept 
could be encountered in the writings of media technology under the pervasive and locative media 
perspective. In the following section, I keep discussing the physical space as the stage for the music 
listening activity and will move towards the walking activity and its importance in locative media.

2.4 Filtering Art on my Personal Street Gallery

While reflecting about types of arts we can encounter on urban public spaces, I considered how the 
location-based albums can differ from other types of street art. I immediately thought about visual 
street art, in the shape of graffiti or collage. I personally feel attracted by these artistic interventions 
made on the city walls. When discovering a new urban environment I tried to pay attention to 
what the street art on the walls could communicate. Often I decided to visit specific areas in Berlin 
and East London particularly to document through photography some specific murals. As street 
art panels can always be gone next time, I often try to catalogue what was available and when. I feel 
that such murals carry meaning and bring a total new narrative to spaces. Often abandoned areas 
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acquire a completely different aura. Political messages can be delivered and reflections might 
be triggered via this mutating gallery which has no curator besides our own visual receptivity. 
Nevertheless, graffiti murals are not (yet) an optional element on a cityscape. One cannot opt 
to make this art invisible in case he/she is not a street art admirer. Transporting this very same 
thought to music, I thought about the street musicians. They also represent cultural expression of 
an urban environment. They can enchant or disturb, depending on the pedestrians’ mood, taste, 
among other variables. Although I normally enjoy being surprised by the street musicians, they 
will not be muted at someone’s will. If one is not receptive to that activity, at that precise moment, 
they have to accept it anyways or turn on their own mobile devices to create their own optimal 
soundtrack for that moment in time. 

From this reflection I drew my attention to the angle of invasive practices of street arts. I concluded 
that the location-based musical album stands out for offering the possibility of choice. It is equally 
a product of cultural expression and also an urban artistic intervention, but it would stand out for 
being yet a matter of choice to its listeners. One would plan this sonic discovery before hand, by 
having to install an application in their smartphones and get informed about the possible content 
hidden in that location. They would go toward a certain location and experience the album of 
their own free will. That I consider might make the message of it a bit distinct for the types of art 
that invades our private moments when in public spaces. 

I certainly consider all types of arts delivered in public spaces pertinent to the urban identity. 
Without a shadow of a doubt the public spaces is a fertile territory for cultural expressions and 
should never be repressed. I was reflecting that technological apparatus might, however, support 
the pedestrians to filter information received on public spaces. One could opt to be or not member 
of an audience. There are obviously other questions involved when we discuss choice, but I am 
keeping it yet to the very basic dynamics in our daily lives. When we do filter and curate most 
of the time when accessing content on the World Wide Web, we could also point that the public 
spaces can also be filtered via mobile gadgets usage. In sound context, such practice is referred to 
by Bull as “privatisation of sound”. I intend to discuss briefly in this section how technology have 
somehow blended and rebuilt the concepts of public and private in our everyday lives. 

We can always assume the position of accepting what the street has to offer, getting to know places 
from the artist’s point of view (and not curating it of our own free will). Yet, I find it interesting 
that the location-based album, although inherent in a space, provide this exercise of choice. 
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2.5 Public versus Private in Sound Culture

Originally all sounds were originals. They occurred at one time in one place only. Sounds were 
then indissolubly tied to the mechanisms that produced them. The human voice travelled only 
as far as one could shout. Every sound was uncounterfeitable, unique. (Schafer. 1977, p.90)

Sound (also including musical compositions) was once fixed in space and had an ephemeral quality 
in its duration. Since the invention of the electro acoustic technology of sound transmission and 
storage it was made possible to manipulate the time and space qualities of sound. The new media 
(environments) created by electric revolution challenged people’s perceptions of their daily lives. 
To name a few: the telephone, the gramophone, the radio telegraph, the phonograph, and the 
moving picture collaborated to big transformations on the society’s behaviours. As Sterne argues 
“The audile/experiential characteristics attributed to early telephony, phonography, and radio 
- the problematization of sound and the construction of an auditory field with “interior” and 
“exterior” sounds, the “extension” and separation of hearing from the other senses, the focus on 
technique, and the connection between sound, listening and rationality - were, thus, refinements 
and extensions of existing cultural practices.” (2003. p. 154)

I intend to discuss this context of dislocation of sounds focusing in the aspect of production of 
space by that I mean to transform a physical environment via the interference or the use of a mobile 
sound media: the personal stereo (Sterne 2003; Bull 2005, 2006, 2013; Gane and Beer 2008; de Souza 
e Silva and Frith 2012; Farman 2012). This practice also transformed the meanings attached to such 
spaces as well as could transport spaces (not physically in this case) from long distances via the use 
of certain communication and sound media. This specific situation, in which sound is dislocated 
from its original source and context, was once named by Schafer as “schizophonia” (1977, p.88).

I would exemplify this reflexion on schizophonia with the activity of listening to music on a live 
performance in a concert hall or listening to music at home (via the gramophone, radio, tape 
recorders, among other media) in comparison with listening to music while in transit via personal 
stereos. The concert hall environment was once in history the only way one could actually listen 
to music. The quality of the sound and also the sense of being surrounded by a crowd would make 
of this listening experience one social event, as well as a private moment surrounded by others. I 
would say it would already resemble to what some authors would call listening individually but as 
a collective. Such as Stern (2003) comments: 

It is true that people often listened together to sound recordings and, later to radio shows. Yet 
even these collective modes of listening already assumed a pre-existing “privatized” acoustic 
space that could then be brought back to a collective realm. As we will see, the construction 
of acoustic space is in fact a precondition for the commodification of sound. This is because 
commodity exchange presupposes private property. Acoustic space had to be “ownable” before 
its contents could be bought and sold.  (ibid p.155) 
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Back to what McLuhan discussed as media collaboration, when one can complement the other 
(see p.25), and that often a novel medium would reproduce certain existing practices. For instance, 
the TV that would reproduce what cinema could already do but in a private environment with 
a different language - as the diversity of TV shows possibilities can differ from the content and 
proposal of films on the way they communicate. In the case of this privatization of sounds, I 
agree with the point made by Sterne that not necessarily when we have a medium in our house 
that would mean private or if we use this medium in a collective way it also can mean we have an 
individualised experience. Therefore, the “privatization of acoustic space” was already happening 
within the concert hall case (although one is surrounded by the audience) he/she would have his 
own personal experience. This reflection also applies to the idea of public versus private space and 
its constant mix, under the optics of media ecology. 

Last October (2013), in the conference “Functional Sounds” in Berlin (DE), Jason Stanyek – in 
his keynote presentation on “Functional (Anti-)Sound, Active Noise Control, and the politics 
of Superposition” – pointed that “we should definitely have a journal exclusively dedicated to 
headsets” as much of what he discussed was only based on the qualities of headsets and its different 
manners of filtering or “selecting” what can be considered sonically relevant to the one using such 
artefact. In fact, I consider that many transformations on the practice of privatising sounds are 
very closely related to the use of headsets. As well as a transformation of the concept of Hi-Fi and  
Lo-Fi (as countryside versus urban soundscapes by Schafer) can be defined by the way headsets 
work, specially on the filtering aspect. The urban sonic chaos (interpreted or not as noise pollution) 
can give place to sonic clarity (Schafer 1977) since the moment in which headsets are used in 
public spaces.  As Stanyek, Stern (2002) also gives special attention to the headset apparatus when 
discussing its specificities on “Audile Technique Disseminated; or, A Short History of Headset 
Culture” (2002, pp. 154-159). He theorises that: 

Beyond its privileges of sonic details, audile technique is based on the individualisation of 
the listener. The auditory field produced with technicized listening (whether by condition or 
prosthesis) becomes a kind of personal space. The individual with headphones is perhaps the 
most obvious example of this phenomenon, and this is why I have chosen to concentrate on 
images of headphones here. (ibid. p.158)

Some of the participants on my field experiments added some insights on that matter. The influence 
of the quality of headsets can also be extensively discussed in a future work, as often soundscapes 
were present when using earphones and others totally absent when using headphones (which 
isolates exterior sounds completely). Half of participants were using one kind and half used the 
other and I could perceive their comments on that matter.

This classical piece fits the style of the old city and fit with the mingling of the church bells, street 
performers and old architecture. I wanted to look closely at the historical evidence in the city 
around me. 
(female participant, Route 1, on how she felt while listening to “Brahms”)
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The previous comment was made after the walk. The participant highlighted that it was remarkable 
the way that the church bells and the street musicians music blended in an interesting way with the 
musical piece she was listening to. She was wearing earphones which allowed the city soundscape 
to be audible. 

The qualities inherent to the kind of headset used and its affects on the listening experience is well 
illustrated by David Toop (2010) comments: 

Headphone listening is a form of voluntary deafness. Lightweight earbuds allow ambient sound to 
mix with the listener’s music, whereas the increasingly popular noise cancelling headphones create 
a relatively autonomous space that isolates the listener, not just from external sounds but from a 
sense of full presence within the environment. Ears enclosed by headphones, the body relinquishes 
the feedback function of its own sound. Contact between the body and its surroundings is so 
reduced as to be eerie and dreamlike. (ibid. p.44)

 
I will move from the long distance mobile quality of sound (acquired with the media discussed 
in the previous paragraphs) to make a brief point here, returning to the pedestrian perspective. 
The “technologized flâneurs” (the updated concept by Bull on Benjamin’s see p.32) equally 
exercise such practice of privatising his experience of space. Even when not walking, often we 
are in public spaces but we are individualising our experience of such environments via different 
mobile mediums (books, newspapers, iPods, smartphones, and tablets). And, as proposed by de 
Souza and Frith (2012), we filter everything else that surrounds us in transit or in static modes 
while in public vehicles, train stations, waiting rooms, airports via such interfaces. They theorise 
that “since the popularization of the paperback novel, people have carried mobile technologies 
in public spaces, such as plaza, cafes and trains, and used these technologies among other things, 
to pay selective attention to their environment or to avoid interacting with strangers.” (ibid p.5). 
They refer to Wolfgang Schivelbusch (1986) when mentioning that the paperback novel was 
popularised around the same period in which people started travelling by train. Following this 
logic, de Souza and Frith (2012) would also highlight the fact that such behaviour of filtering 
everything else is sort of a “surviving” technique to the rapid and intense transformations of the 
cities with electric and industrial revolutions. As they comment on Georg Simmel (1950) writings, 
when at the turn of the century, urban environments (and not only the mobile technology) caused 
on people a blasé attitude, i.e. filtering or selecting the progressively full of external stimuli. 

The surprise effect in the LBMA is an interesting element. When we have excessive musical 
content online to have a “limited edition” of a specific album tied to a specific physical space 
might be intriguing and raise curiosity and even the attention to this listening practice. One would 
go for a walk expecting to listen to musical pieces but would not be able to predict what is then 
reserved there to be listened to. The action of going to a place to listen to a LBMA can be even 
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compared to what Butler (2006) discusses referencing Debord and the situationists’ approach on 
psychogeography and the Theory of Dérive: 

This playful mobility was famously celebrated by the situationists, who were interested in the material 
and psychological patterns of the city street and their effects on the individual, a psychogeography. 
Significance came from the ‘dérive’, literally a ‘drift’, an apparently aimless wandering that 
nonetheless revealed the psychic undercurrents of the city. (ibid. p.893)

Debord proposes the following concept with Theory of the Dérive:
In a dérive one or more persons during a certain period drop their usual motives for work and action, 
their relations, their work and leisure activities, and let themselves be drawn by the attractions of 
the terrain and the encounters they find there. The element of chance is less determinant than one 
might think: from the derive point of view cities have a psychogeographical relief, with constant 
currents, fixed points and vortexes which strongly discourage entry or exit from certain zones. 
(Debord 1956, quoted in Ford 2005, p.34).

The idea of improvised listening as well as the attitude of “exploring a new world” via the LBMA 
listening can be found in De Certeau writings on walking on the cityscapes, as commented by 
Butler (2006): 

Michel de Certeau extends this idea that walking in the city is an acting out of place – he explains 
it in terms of direct comparison to language; walking, like language, are both creative acts where 
you can improvise, make connections, take short cuts, take thousands of decisions in the present 
(Certeau 1984: 97). (ibid. p. 894) 

Image 1.1: participant in the field experiment Route 1, listening to the piece “Reflections”
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This resembles an interesting point made by Coyne in his book “The Tunning of Place”: 

Apart from their apparent utility, these technologies introduce new ambulatory and mobility 
practices. New walking practices, or at least modifications to current practices, are emerging, 
which in turn reveal something about current routines (2010, p.170).

To conclude this section I would like to point some interesting aspects, when observing how this 
media ecosystem presented as personal stereos (including the use of headset as an essential variable) 
was also a way of surviving to the excess of sounds or the Lo-Fi soundscape as proposed by Schafer. 
This follows the blasé logic of survival the information excess caused by the progress of cities, and 
here not only necessarily attached to the mobile technology alone. When one chooses to privatise 
his experience of physical public spaces via music listening is a way to preserve certain identity 
and individualise a moment and a physical space. I find it interesting that under the LBMA the 
listener also is under a privatisation of sounds but this time under the site specificity and musical 
selection (that was designed by the artist) so listener will promote a sonic and also visual Derive 
(as proposed by Debord), playing the role of “technologized flanêur”. It is also relevant to point in 
the end of this confrontation of diverse ideas, the irony present on the “advances of technology” 
when they can return to an already existing practice, however exploring contextual information 
in a new manner. Sound, which once was naturally attached to a single time and space, is now 
back to that on LBMA, when under the condition of musical pieces being tied to a physical space, 
being site specific. The receiver of information (the listener) being added to this media ecosystem, 
also denotes transit and mobility via the walking activity, nevertheless the boundaries are still 
existent. A musical piece is equal to a geographical area and everything else that happens in such 
environment while experiencing this album will collaborate to the production of a new space, new 
meanings, when the “technologized flanêur” aestheticise via the gazing and his music listening will 
possibly also be aestheticised by this scenario. 

Image 1.2: participant in the field experiment Route 2, listening to the piece “Reflections”
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2.6 Step and Play!  

      The role of walking in location-based albums 

“To walk is to lack a place. It is the indefinite process of being absent and in search of a proper.”  
(De Certeau 1988)

While analysing the object of this study (LBMA) as an ecosystem, I proposed that not only the 
mobile gadget (smartphones and tablets) would be interpreted as media (environment) but as 
well as the physical space which would work as the stage for the musical album listening. But in 
this ecosystem I would add the listener’s activity that exceeds the listening itself: walking. This 
new format of album explores geographic territories as limited performance areas, and demands 
an extra input from the listeners besides just passively receiving the musical piece via the audile 
sense. The listener might act as a stroller, a cityscape explorer, a curator of sounds, a “technologized 
flâneur” (Bull. 2000, p.85). The action of walking in a public cityscape, apparently so ordinary and 
easy, presented me with special difficulties in this research. It involves so many interesting and 
complex points that it could result in an entire new thesis. It is possible to interpret it as a whole 
second ecosystem. But, for the purposes of this dissertation, I will present a brief summary on 
how walking is an essential input/activity on LBMA listening. Likewise, I intend to present a brief 
historical background on the term  “sound walks” presented as locative art other epochs and how 
it differs in some aspects to its concept nowadays, not only in its intentions, but also in its format, 
medium and technological context. Nevertheless, I considered interesting to comment on the 
predecessors of LBMA format.

On the course of my research, when reflecting on locative awareness in sound art perspective 
I found it very interesting the term coined by Frauke Behrendt (2012) “Walking as remixing”, 
which translate a significant point to the initial motivation for this research and also resembles a 
lot my first analysis of Blue Brain’s album The National Mall. As commented by her: 

In many locative/mobile art pieces, the participants need to walk in order to experience the work. 
The choices each participant makes in terms of direction, length of the walk, and time spent in 
specific locations, determine the participant’s experience of the piece. Each audience member 
makes his or her own version: walking becomes remixing. (ibid p.159)

The National Mall, the first LBMA released in history as an album app, follows exactly the same 
characteristics that Behrendt identifies on the project “Core Sample”. Although the two projects 
differ completely in its intentions and dynamics, the main activity demanded from the listeners 
is still the same: walking. In “Core Sample” by Teri Rueb, it is a GPS sound walk designed in 
Spectacle Island, Boston - USA. It differs in its scenario, as it is a more isolated and less urban than 
the Washington DC national park. However, both can be perceived as green areas opposed to 
areas more inhabited by tall buildings and intense traffic of people and vehicles. Interestingly, both 
works provoke on the listener the same activity and explorative approach as they are needed as 
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performers and not only as listeners. As Behrendt comments – “walking as remixing”: “Walking 
is intrinsically temporal - and the same is true for sound. Therefore mobile sound art experience 
is more difficult to reduce to a point or line on a map, a link, a database entry. The embodied 
mobility of walking, especially as articulated in public space is a key aspect of the artwork “Core 
Sample” (ibid). Such perspective of being surprised by the sounds or musical pieces while walking 
also resembles the ordinary act of walking on the downtowns. One can be hit by artistic stimulus 
from the outside world at any time. But as commented in the “filtering” aspect (see “Filtering 
Art” p33) the proposal takes a new shape when the audience is invited to be part of an artistic 
intervention and their constant input is required for this “show” to happen. 

This might sound obvious but, even before I comment on the topic of interactivity in digital art 
(which may include the album apps in its realm), I would like to point out that art (in general) is 
dependent of its audience to exist. This alone should be already accounted as an interaction, as it is 
necessary that the audience be present. From my point of view, as art denotes a meaning it would 
ideally have a receiver to be grasped or simply received. If art is created and isolated from any 
human appreciation, would it still be acknowledged as art? Would it still perform its function of 
communicating a message? From this angle, it is obvious to affirm that the music is dependent of 
a listener to exist. But from a LBMA or locative art, it is interesting to point out that is not a trivial 
practice to have to walk to receive a content (musical album or sound art intervention). However, 
it would still resemble to some other activities, such as I walk to a concert hall or specific space 
in order to access the art when music being played there, but once I arrive I am in a fixed space 
in order to listen. The LBMA would not necessarily intend to promote a collective experience; 
neither would suggest one to be kept in a permanent space (interior of a hall or festival arena) for 
the entire event. The LBMA experience demands the listener to move from one area to the other 
until they cover the entire album “territory”. It is interesting to notice the intrinsic paradox in the 
interactions. At the same time that a mobile gadget made this type of art accessible, it does denote 
the site specificity as a concept, and still it demands one to keep moving in order to “access” its 
content in full.

Behrendt (2012) also draws some parallels between the appreciation of visual arts, ordinary 
activity of walking and the specific being discussed in this study. As she comments:

 “If everyday walking becomes a ritual, art can be a way to re-focus our attention on this very 
activity. Also, the audience of mobile art is performing and experiencing the art by walking and 
listening, which makes them pay attention to themselves and their surroundings, framed by the 
artists’ distribution of sounds” (ibid. p.159)
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Below are some comments collected during the field experiment of this research that follows the 
same reasoning.

I think it encourages you to be more aware of the spaces you are into. It can cover the 
environment sounds that also give you idea of the place, but complements the feeling of time 
in the place. Normally I use music on the Bahn for covering or “hiding” the place, avoiding it. 
Here in the “sound walk” it turns the experience of passing by in something worth it to observe. 
(female participant, Route 2, on her overall experience of listening to the LBMA)

Normally I stopped paying much attention to the music I am listening. With the walk I paid 
more attention. 
(male participant, Route 2, on his overall experience of listening to the LBMA)

It is very different to have no control over the music. Usually it obeys my mood, not dictates it. 
Music improves the places very much and it felt a bit like a treasure hunt: search for the next 
track, will it be nice? Will it fit to the place? 
(female participant, Route 2, on her overall experience of listening to the LBMA)

 
Many times I might imagine what music goes to the place I’m in, or would use my own phone, 
but this way I would share in the journey composer’s world. The mystery is intriguing. 
(female participant, Route 1, on her overall experience of listening to the LBMA)

2.7 Sound, Walks & Public Spaces  

      A Historical Overview

Sound walk – the practices of exploring public spaces on foot, while being guided via recorded 
sounds via the use of personal stereos (Buttler 2006) – can be certainly described as the closest 
predecessor of the location-based musical album. The audio delivered in sound walks projects 
would naturally differ depending on the aims of each project, it could deliver music, voiced stories 
or information, abstract sound arts among others. The sound walks concept has developed from 
differences practices, such as oral history, museology, sound art and sound ecology (Buttler 2006, 
p.879). Because of the wide range of styles that can be presented and categorised as sound walks it 
is hard to generalise or create an accurate description of this genre. The intentions of each project 
can be very specific, what makes them recognisable is the basic action of walk with any sort of 
sound appreciation involved. The activity of embodiment of space may occur via all the senses 
(taste, touch, smell and sound), but in the case of sound walks the main object of appreciation or 
the main proposal manipulated and offered by the artist is a sonic piece of art. Before I mention 
the early cases of sound walks that influenced the concept of location-based musical albums, I will 
mention a few relevant moments in sound history that gave basis to its practices. 
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The sounds being reproduced in the outside world, as well as inside our homes or work 
environments, were claimed, in specific moments in the sound history, as an extraordinary object 
of appreciation. Certain artists wanted to invite their audiences to accept these ordinary sounds 
that comprise an important section of our daily lives. They wanted to expose the idea that ordinary 
sounds are not only pertinent for composing spaces identity but often they add new meanings to 
landscapes or private spaces. The practice of listening mindfully to what surrounds us and enjoy 
a symphony of the everyday lives (often related to the idea of progress, industrial revolution and 
its machinery) was heavily evoked since the Futurism. In the futurist manifesto Art of noises 
(1913) Luigi Russolo emphasises in many ways (even visually representing sounds via unusual 
typographic compositions) the sonic environment of the cities and its peculiar objects. He calls 
for a more attentive sonic perception from its contemporary society: “let us cross a large modern 
capital with our ears more attentive than eyes” (Russollo 1913, pp. 25-26). Similar avant-garde 
posture was also present in the sound poetry produced in that period by Futurists and Dadaists 
artists as “Zang Tumb Tumb” (1914) by Marinetti, “Ursonate” (1922-32) by Kurt Schwitters, 
“Karawane” (1916) by Hugo Ball, among others. Such sonic art pieces and the artists’ postures 
at the time challenged society’s auditory senses and art perceptions to a kind of sonic aesthetics 
which they were certainly not used to. To be in sound walks in open spaces might refer to these 
discourses as they carry much of the nonsense (if compared to classical music practices at the 
time), and acceptance of the uncontrolled and the intended sound fabric of the cities, its city 
chaos versus progress emblem from Futurists, the chaos and nonsense after war by Dadaists, 
it sort of tries to educate and draw attention of the public to something they were not used to 
rationalise or experience as art. When one accepts the merging sounds of a number of different 
sources altogether in a same busy environment, it might just feel that the chaos of a “noise 
pollution” could be enjoyed as an urban symphony. As John Cage comments on an interview to 
the documentary “Listen” (1992): 

They say, ’you mean it’s just sounds?’ thinking that for something to just be a sound is to be useless, 
whereas I love sounds just as they are, and I have no need for them to be anything more than what 
they are. I don’t want them to be psychological. I don’t want a sound to pretend that it’s a bucket or 
that it’s president or that it’s in love with another sound. I just want it to be a sound. (ibid.)

From Cage’s perspective, with his work 4’33 (1952) – often referred to as “the silence piece” – he 
invited the audience to listen to the outside world while observing a pianist on a stage of a concert 
hall, facing a score sheet (representing the classical music context of the time) and reproducing 
“silence” or say not a single note. People were obviously expecting to listen to a piano piece and 
many were revolted about it. Naturally, the great majority of the public did not understand his 
proposal straight away and Cage was under criticism during his first concerts of the piece. 4’33 
was a milestone  in sound history, however, I still interpret it as an indoor sound appreciation 
proposal. Although one could possibly hear sounds coming from the outside of the room, I reckon 
must of the noises would come from the inside of the building and were mostly produced by the 
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audience. Nevertheless, Cage brought into debate the sound versus music concept at that point in 
time. Coyne (2010) also comments on such epoch in sound art: 

Urban life is saturated by sound, as if lived in continuous immersive soundscapes: the sound of 
a crowd, the hum of machinery, the roar of traffic. The ambient sound compositions of Iannis 
Xenakis, Steve Reich, and John Cage give expression to this sense of sonic immersion. (ibid. p.92)

Also exercising the same concept but bringing listeners to public spaces, I would refer to Max 
Neuhaus’ piece “Listen” (composed between 1966 and 1976). The audience would gather outside 
the concert hall, where they would have their hands stamped with the word “listen” and a sound 
walk would proceed on the surroundings. No audio or voice coming from a personal stereo 
would be implied within the walking activity. In Neuhaus’ proposal only the appreciation of the 
urban soundscape is suggested. He would guide the walks without saying a single word along its 
entire journey. I can link such practices to the concept of “flâneur” Bull comments when referring 
to Benjamin’s works but instead of having a visual emphasis it would rather suggest a sonic 
appreciation of the city. 

Later in sound history, R. Murray Schafer was similarly connected to the environmental sounds 
topic. He was particularly interested in the aspect of soundscapes modification under the natural 
course of history, brought about by its new technological inventions, exodus from rural to urban 
landscapes and actual practices. As he argues: 

The soundscape of the world is changing. Modern man is beginning to inhabit a world with an 
acoustic environment radically different from any he has hitherto known. These new sounds, 
which differ in quality and intensity from those of the past, have alerted many researches to 
the dangers of an indiscriminate and imperialistic spread of more and larger sounds into every 
corner of man’s life. (ibid p.3)

Schafer coined the term “soundscape” to refer to such sonic textures and made it subject of study 
within the academic realm. The soundscape study is subject of acoustic ecology, which would 
investigate sonic systems. Researchers within this field would raise questions such as: “what is the 
relationship between man and his environment and what happens when those sounds changes?” 
(Schafer. 1977. p. 3). Schafer defines any sort of sonic environment as soundscape. From rural 
natural sounds, passing by human interventions via voice, or any kind of instruments (resulting 
or not in musical compositions), tape montages, to mechanical sounds produced by vehicles or 
reproduced within the industrial scenarios. Schafer would further categorise certain qualities of 
sounds present in the soundscape study as Hi-Fi and Lo-Fi. He used these terms specially to discuss 
the transition from the rural soundscape to the urban soundscape (ibid. p. 43). Being the Hi-Fi 
(abbreviation for high fidelity) environment more often associated with the rural soundscape, as 
it is the case when “discrete sounds may be heard clearly because of the low noise ambient level.” 
And the Lo-Fi (abbreviation for low fidelity) more often associated to the urban soundscape, 
and to a lack of clarity “in a lo-fi soundscape individual acoustic signals are obscured in an over 
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dense population of sounds. The pellucid sound — a footstep in the snow, a church bell across the 
valley, or an animal scurrying in the brush — is masked by broad-band noise.” (ibid p.43; p.272). I 
related such qualities of sonic environments to different perspectives such as parks or river banks 
placed within the cities versus the train main station, a large avenue in the rush hour. Reflecting 
on such possibilities of soundscapes and its possible effect, I decided to apply such contrasting 
concepts within my field experiment. As Route 1 would be most of the time the Lo-Fi “friendly” 
profile and the Route 2 the Hi-Fi “unfriendly” one (see chapter 3 and 4).

Soundscapes under the emblem of modernist progress were also subject to more recent sound walk 
productions. As Buttler comments: “It also seems that artists have produced works in response to 
the rapidly changing character of the modern, urban life” (2006. p.890). When demolitions of entire 
areas took place in order to build new highways, new architectural complexes and to redesign entire 
parts of cities encountered in sound walks projects a way of archiving the sound memories of such 
places in order to leave a political statement against such transformations, when not welcome by the 
people the inhabits those spaces. I would point “Linked” as a great example for a political statement, 
where a sound walk by the London based artist Graeme Miller portrays a similar situation. Buttler 
describes the project: 

The work consists of 20 transmitters, mounted on lampposts along the borders of a recently 
built six-lane motor- way in East London. The M11 link road was opened in 1999 - not long 
before a system of congestion charging was introduced to keep traffic out of London. It was a 
controversial road scheme that displaced a thousand people, including the artist. Many locals and 
road protestors put up a fight which turned into the biggest road protest that the UK had ever seen. 
The transmitters continuously broadcast recorded testimonies from people who once lived and 
worked where the motor- way now runs. The broadcasts can be heard by carrying a small receiver 
which is available free of charge from local libraries. For this work, sixty people who lived in or 
near the houses that were destroyed were interviewed at some depth for the project. Through the 
words and emotions of the speakers, you are receiving vivid experiences from the past. Meanwhile 
as you walk through the landscape you are visually and, next to busy roads, aurally confronted 
by the present. (2006, p.895)

A more recent project, has similar intention and it is in progress in Liverpool. In 2004 it was 
proposed the demolition of 400 Victorian Terraces in the Welsh Streets (1.5 miles from 
Liverpool city centre). The proposal was part of a regeneration project. Eight years after the first 
announcement, The few residents left, which would need to be relocated very soon, contributed 
to Waldock’s project recording their sonic most relevant memories of these spaces, including 
the indoors of the houses. The “Welsh Streets” sound memory project also raises a debate on 
decisions made on city reconfigurations, from a more humanistic angle. It was not yet transformed 
to a sound walk but I find it interesting to mention under the political statement similarity with 
“Linked” (see Waldock 2012).  
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It is clear that technological advances have encouraged studies and the appreciation of the urban 
soundscapes. The invention of personal stereos came first in the shape of the walkman, which 
evolved to the Discman and finally reached iPods and  MP3’s players and later mobile phones as 
GPS locative media interpreters. The practice of sound walk can be certainly associated with the 
personal stereos. From the production side, it was also facilitated via the possibility of more complex 
sampling and remixing via the personal computers technology. A sound artist would then execute 
a project out of the traditional (and often costly) studio’s realm. Technological advances made it 
possible projects like Jem Finer’s – who composed a musical piece that would never repeat itself 
for a thousand years – possible (Butler 2006, p.890). Later it would make projects as Janet Cardiff’s 
The Missing Voice (Case Study B) –produced in 1999 and located in the Brick Lane area (London) 
– more accessible. The project  was previously accessible through Walkman and later Discman, 
which made it limited in number. With the mp3 format, it has become downloadable at any time 3. 
This change in formats and media allowed thousands of people to simultaneously experience and 
access to the very same piece of art (as long as they would all fit on the location designated to it). 
Of course this is not just a matter of numbers in terms of audience, but it is an interesting detail to 
notice and that often we can ignore nowadays, as we are already so used to pervasive media state. 
Nevertheless, sound walks production and appreciation differ from the way it was being done in 
the past and currently it encourages the production and the accessibility to it. Currently, the artist 
would not necessarily be curated by the institutionalised “art gallery” (as questioned by the pop art 
movement), but such curation would be executed by the public (Leonhard. 2008; Reynolds. 2013). 

Currently the sound walks may be accessible via the app format. This certainly facilitates its 
distribution and eliminate the need of a guide, as GPS signs would do the job and areas would 
be designed and demarcated in order to trigger the sounds. There is even room for more 
individualised experiences in this way, as in the past many sound walks would occur as groups 
with guides and it would certainly affect the behaviour of the participants. To name a few of the 
recent projects delivered as mobile app, I can mention the project “Walking the Walk” by Dario 
Armbruster, Daniel Niemann, Tanja Hemm and exhibited in the European Media Art Festival 
in Osnabrück last April (2013). The app gives the public access to sound pieces placed in specific 
parts Osnabrück’ Old Town 4. 

3 Download link for the sound walk The Missing Voice (Case Study B) http://www.artangel.org.uk//projects/1999/the_missing_

voice_case_study_b/download_and_walk/audio (accessed July 10th 2013)

4 “Walking the Walk” http://www.emaf.de/english/timetable/mta-walking-the-walk.html 

    (accessed May 11th 2013)



5 Berg Project: http://www.valentinaferrandes.com/bergapp.html (accessed August 23rd 2013)

6 Radio Aporee Project http://aporee.org/mfm/app.html (accessed August 20th 2013)

7 Bronx River - Hip Hop Walk: http://www.soundwalk.com/#/TOURS/bronxhiphop (accessed August 7th 2013)
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Also released as mobile app, the locative aware sound art project “Berg” (2013) by Valentina 
Fernandes. As announced by the artist:

“Berg” is now an app for iPhone and Ipad designed for Teufelsberg Listening Station in Berlin. 
The APP(lication) contains an archive of audio tracks and soundscapes. As the user moves 
through Grunewald forest, the iPhone’s GPS activates a series of overlapping tracks, radio 
broadcasts, spoken word and other auditive materials, inspired by Cold War Espionage, Short 
Wave Frequencies and Classic Cinema.” 5

A more complex and  diverse in content example is Radio Aporee 6 (2006), a collaborative 
location-based sound project by Udo Noll must be mentioned. Noll developed a new concept 
of radio station based on locative art premises. The collaborative work from different parts of 
the world would contribute to its data base and its audience can filter in different manners (by 
latest updates, genres and proximities) how to access its immense content. It is radio the way we 
know it, in the sense of being surprised about what is going to played next, but locative aware. 
The meaning related to the space would be chosen by the artist placing it there. Once again, the 
territory can tell something about the piece placed in there. 

“Location 33” - also a very interesting project - by William Carter and Leslie S. Liu (2005) is a mobile 
folk album which also explores physical public space in order to deliver its content. As Carter and 
Liu comment: “Redefining the idea of a song as a collection of many discrete parts and layering 
those fragments onto a space allows the listener becomes an active participant in the album.” (ibid 
p.176). The listener would make use of a specific device called “portal explorer” - either a GPS 
(Global Positioning System) enabled PDA (Personal Digital Assistant) which will allow the sonic 
fragments to be accessed by the listeners.  Using a map, the listeners will explore areas discovering 
the sonic contents of the portals scattered around the downtown area of Culver City. Each sound 
portal contains a musical fragment such as a verse or a chorus, that the player pieces together to 
form larger musical narratives that tell the stories of Mack, Mackbot Johnson, and the human / 
robot condition in the year 2152. It is notable the storytelling approach of “Location 33”, which 
may also be encountered in classic musical albums as Sgt. Pepper by The Beatles (1967), Tommy 
by The Who (1969) or The Wall by Pink Floyd (1979). However, in “Location 33” the storyteller 
turns to be the album’s listener. 

Sound walks may also inform about cultural localised practices. For instance, Adidas sponsored 
three sound walks in the Bronx, New York on the subjects of baseball, graffiti and hip-hop. (Buttler 
2006, p.896) Another example is “The Bronx: Bronx River - Hip Hop Walk” 7 which is narrated by 
Jazzy Jay and was the winner of the 2004 Audie Award for Best Original Work.



8 “Tempest” Project: http://cnnctd.com/bob-dylans-tempest-album-release-with-sound-graffiti/ (accessed July 22nd 2013)
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In popular music, I would mention Bob Dylan’s “Tempest” project 8 released as mobile app in 
2012. The project was produced by CNNCTD+, the agency known for its sound graffiti listening 
boxes. In this project there is actually a graffiti mural to create visual concept in addition to the 
locative aware sonic content. “Tempest” presents a historical approach when songs are placed 
in locations that have meaning to the artist, “[o]ther locations, however, have special significance to 
Dylan, like the venue where he first played electric guitar on stage and where he broke into the folk scene 
[...]” (CNNCTD+ 2012). The project also presented new songs (which can be unlocked in specific 
locations). It reached a world wide geographical extension, having 100 locations/songs placed in 
NYC, London, Brazil, Japan and LA. 

A great number of projects making use of locative aware approach could be mentioned here, such 
as “Sonic City” by Future Applications Labs’ (Gaye, Mazé and Holmquist 2003), “Hear&There” by 
MIT MediaLab (Rozier, Karahalios, and Donath 1999), “Drift” by Teri Rueb (2004), “Sounds in 
Your Pocket” by Rob van Rijswijk and Jeroen Strijbos (2013), Janet Cardiff’s several projects which 
(although using other technologies) might have influenced many of the more recent projects in 
this field. I would like to mention a long list here but unfortunately this space is short to describe 
all of them. I will describe in the following section the first two album apps in history, which were 
cases that inspired my first reflections in the beginning of this research. 

2.8 The First Two Album Apps in Sound Culture

As exposed in the Introduction, the new format of album apps and the first two releases of its 
kind were my starting point for this research. I will briefly present here my first analysis of these 
two pioneering proposals, considered album apps and not merely digital albums (see p.18 note 
1 and 3). I will also justify my decision on the focus I took for the research after this analysis. 
Initially, I was not aware of how complex the analysis of these two albums would be, considering 
that Biophilia and The National Mall were completely different proposals. During the analysis of 
Biophilia, I realized that each song app may also present very distinct structures. I believe I would 
not manage to cover all its complexity; neither could I perform an empirical research testing its 
main concepts, even if taking five years in this research. For that matter, I decided that it would be 
a more realistic decision to keep my main focus in the location-based musical album app (LBMA) 
alone. However, being Biophilia part of my process in this study in its initial phase, I considered 
relevant to comment briefly on its main proposals. As well as I acknowledge here Björk’s Biophilia 
release as the first to reach a worldwide audience and trigger a considerable debate on the “future 
of music” on what is concerned to musical album formats. In the following section I will draw 
a parallel between Biophilia’s premises to similar proposals explored since the late 1950s called 
“Open Work” - as depicted by Umberto Eco on his essay “The Poetics of the Open Work.” Next, I 



9 By “creative listening” I mean situations in which the listener interacts with his mobile device (smartphone or tablet) and creates 
new sounds or compositions every time this album is experienced.

10 Due to space restrictions, I’ve opted to make a brief overview of Björk’s album in relation to Umberto Eco’s theory on open 
works. On the article “Biophilia - song apps from the perspective of “Open Works” (2013) I develop a more detailed analysis of 
Biophilia and each of its song apps, and included some considerations on theories by Michael Bull, John Cage, Marshall Mcluhan 
and others.
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will make a brief analysis on The National Mall, which core concept (of location aware album app) 
was the main focus in this study.

2.8.1 Biophilia from the Perspective of Open Works

In 1959 Umberto Eco coined the term “open work” referring to “works of art that call upon 
performers, readers, viewers, or listeners to complete or to realize them.” (2004, p.167). On his 
essay, Eco described the first works of this kind and highlighted one of its main novel aspects: “the 
considerable autonomy left to the individual performer in the way he chooses to play the work.” 
(Cox. & Warner 2004c, p.166). Such freedom given to performers resulted in a change of practices: 
from a mimetic reproduction approach to acts of “improvised creation.” (Eco 2004, p.167)

From the 1950s to the mid-1970s, “open” compositions were mainly restricted to the classical 
music environment (Cox. & Warner 2004c). Later, it was no longer limited to this selected circle 
of people and influenced a wider number of musicians, particularly in jazz, experimental and 
electronic music (Eco 2004, p.167).

Approximately five decades after Eco’s essay, we may have reached the point in which musical 
“open works” are accessible by the general public via mobile gadgets in the shape of album apps. 
Different from their first appearance, when these musical pieces were performed to a limited 
audience and in specific time and space, now similar kinds of compositions are accessible to a 
wider range of people at any time and space via mobile gadgets.

In this context, appears Björk’s concept album Biophilia, composed by ten song apps, each one 
representing a topic in nature. The project was conceived mainly to teach children concepts present 
in nature in very simplified ways. It also intended to raise people’s interest in music making (see 
p.18 note 2) via a creative listening 9 experience.10

In Biophilia, the idea of sequence or order is nonexistent. In its three-dimensional menu there is 
no ordered track list, neither A or B sides as one could find on a LP, nor numbered or time limited 
tracks as encountered in MP3 album format. There is no “fixed point of view” in homogeneous 
relationships, as in Gutenberg era cinematic approach (McLuhan 1962.). There is no apparent 
visual or sound indication of a correct path to follow or, more precisely, there is no indication of 
an ideal order in which the album should be played. The “one at a time” (McLuhan 2004, p.69) 
is not a premise, sounds start being merged at the first interactions and the idea of non-linear 
storytelling is non-accidentally triggered.
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As Eco comments, “indeterminate” composition were once a reflection of a post-theological era, 
when the open-ended universe of Einstein, Heisenberg, and Bohr were clearly influencing the 
artistic scene. It is clear that Biophilia should be interpreted as a result of our new media oriented 
times, but I personally believe that contemporary artistic production may also reflect economic 
factors and technological availability. That often would decide when specific works of art are 
accessible (or not) to their audience. To point out very few obvious facts, after Napster era, in 
which access to any kind of music was made possible anytime and anywhere, (Katz 2004) artists 
and music labels had to rethink new manners of reaching their public (Leonhard 2008). Certainly 
it demanded new solutions and reflections on how a musical album could offer extraordinary 
facets to draw the public’s attention. The increasing popularisation of the smartphones and tablets 
(The Economist 2011), which are now powerful enough to run complex apps, offered the ideal 
medium for experimentation. The contemporary agile world also made possible that so many 
studios could collaborate to the same project. All that provided a propitious moment to the 
release of Biophilia. One of the greatest aspects of Biophilia project was to bring a debate on what 
can be possibly designed in terms of musical interfaces and experiences and how easily it turned 
accessible concepts that once were mainly exercised and experienced by a very limited number of 
people, for its era and technological limitations. 

Following the same premisses of the open works well described by Eco , The National Mall 
musical album app was also released in the year of 2011. I will comment on its main features in 
the following section.

2.8.2 The National Mall: The First Location-based Musical Album App

Although Biophilia by Björk was the most discussed album app release in 2011, The National 
Mall by Bluebrain, was actually the first album app released in music history for smartphones 
(March 2011). In this project I found the motivation for the research question of this master’s 
thesis:  “How does the physical space affect the experience of listening to music?”. For that reason, 
the theory exposed in chapter 2 already exhibited most of the reflections I had on locative art 
when having this project as a starting point. In this section I will discuss the most relevant aspects 
I observed in The National Mall. 

When applying locative art concepts, already existent in sound walks, to a musical album app, I 
found that accessibility was a great feature (commented on p.47) brought by this format. It does 
not limit the audience as much as the previous format. This feature may produce a popularisation 
of the practices of locative art and its appreciation in public spaces, being the urban outdoors a 
possible and interesting space for the audience to appreciate local art and for the artists to expose 
their works. Adding to that the possibility of filtering art (discussed in pp.34-35) and not invading 
the universe of the pedestrians if not requested to. 
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From the perspective of media ecology, new media and media culture studies I found it relevant 
to highlight that the technology and the conceptual proposal presented in the first two album apps 
made possible the exercise of a new mode of listening. In particular, I would point the aspect of 
“improvised creation” (Eco 2004, p.167) as a major feature presented. 

The practices of production of space (Farman 2012; de Souza & Frith 2012; Bull 2000, 2010, LaBelle 
2010 and others) via mobile media technology is intrinsic in these album apps. It give basis to this 
very peculiar way of engaging with music listening. The one I call here “creative listening”9. Such 
proposal will invite the listener to promote a vital role: the listening will merge with the actions of 
musical intervention. What in the past was presented with a predefined duration, sequence and 
structure, in this project will be presented as an open piece. 

Ryan Holladay (2011), one half of Bluebrain, describes one of the main interesting features of 
the album:

Approach a lake and a piano piece changes into a harp. Or, as you get close to the children’s 
merry-go-round, the wooden horses come to life and you hear sounds of real horses getting steadily 
louder based on your proximity. (ibid.)

The album is set up in a pre defined area of the National Mall Park, in Washington DC (USA). 
The premise of “music for landscape” (Bluebrain 2011), that is when the artist/musician invite his 
audience to listen to the album via exploring a physical space, it is also proposed that the walking 
incorporates the actions of curating and composing. Such feature announces very similar aspects 
to the concept of open works discussed by Eco (2004) as well as the “walking as remixing” by 
Behrend (2012). LaBelle (2010) also comments on the daily practices of walking on urban spaces: 
“Walking, as a performative act that sets into relief a dialogue between subjective consciousness 
and the dynamics of place [...] the walking body carves out within the environment sort of 
refuge for making contact or for cultivating an explicit orchestration.” (ibid. p.90) That similarly 
resembles to the theory presented on walking practices as the Derivé by Debord or De Certeau 
writings on walking on the cityscapes (see p.39)

Before the album apps, Simon Frith (1996) had stated that “is not just that in listening to popular 
music we are listening to a performance, but, further, that ’listening’ itself is a performance.” 
(ibid. pp. 203-204). In Performing Rites (1996), when describing the “listener performance”, Frith 
considers factors such as musical pleasure, meaning and evaluation work. He considers as one of 
the most interesting phenomenon the shifting boundary between the “staged” and the everyday 
practices, analysing in which ways listeners are performing music for themselves. 

The concept of authorship, as a composer delivering a “closed” musical piece to his audience 
(performer or listener), can turn into a question mark when considering “open works” and the 
National Mall and Biophilia album apps. When it is possible to play countless versions of a single 
track, who is supposed to be considered as the composer? Could we perceive these album apps as 
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author-less or are they composed by countless authors? An interesting way of interpreting this is 
to refer to Eco’s “work in movement” analysis (2004): 

The possibilities which the work’s openness makes available always work within a given field of 
relations. As in the Einsteinian universe, in the “work in movement” we may well deny that there 
is a single prescribed point of view. But this does not mean complete chaos in its internal relations. 
What it does imply is an organizing rule which governs these relations. Therefore, to sum up, we can 
say that the “work in movement” is the possibility of numerous different personal interventions, 
but it is not an amorphous invitation to indiscriminate participation. The invitation offers the 
performer the opportunity for an oriented insertion into something which always remains the 
world intended by the author. (ibid. p.172)

“Composing’s one thing, performing’s another, listening’s a third. What can they have to do with 
each other?” (Cage 1999). When considering Bluebrain’s and Björk’s project, one can perceive 
this music triad, once questioned by Cage, being merged. In the period described by Eco, when 
following the “work in movement”(ibid.) premise, the composer would propose paths that would 
stimulate improvisation and the exercise of choice on the performer. The interpreter was provoked 
to perform the piece creatively, in that point in time, when improvisation was not yet an ordinary 
practice in music performance (Cox & Warner 2004, pp.251-272). Consequently, the listener will 
encounter unpredictable and unique results every time the very same piece was presented live. 

“Open” compositions offered to the performer the unprecedented opportunity of decision making 
when addressing the possibilities suggested by the composer (Eco 2004). When relating such 
practice to what is proposed in The National Mall and Biophilia album app, I acknowledge that 
currently is the listener who is invited to perform such “improvised creation.” I must conclude 
this section stating that I recognise such a great potential in the “work in movement” proposal 
presented in both album apps here discussed, and I believe such practice of listening, while 
stimulating a creative activity, presents a very interesting field of research that I would certainly 
like to access and take part in a more in depth discussion in future studies. 

In the next chapter I will discuss the design of the field experiment followed by survey, which 
complemented this research with an empirical data collection, focusing on the topic of outdoors 
physical spaces aestheticising the music listening.
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3.SOUNDTRACKING PATHS 

3.1 The Design Process of the “Album Routes”

Experiments are done when an investigator can manipulate behavior directly, precisely, and 
systematically. This can occur in a laboratory setting, in which an experiment may focus on one 
or two isolated variables (and presumes that the laboratory environment can “control” for all the 
remaining variables beyond the scope of interest), or it can be done in a field setting, where the 
term field or social experiment has emerged to cover research where investigators “treat” whole 
groups of people in different ways [...] (Yin 2009, pp.11-12) 

s observed by Yin, in a laboratory setting the variables that are irrelevant for the experiment 
are ideally controlled within the laboratory environment. In some specific types of studies 

that could be interpreted as a positive aspect. I was aware that it would be difficult to 
simulate this empirical investigation within a lab, as my main concerns were related to urban 
public physical spaces and the way they affect the location-based album listening experience. I 
assumed that a field experiment followed by survey was the most convenient choice to collect 
extra data to my analysis. 

I assume that the impossibility to control all the variables around the experiment (such as weather 
conditions, traffic and pedestrian movement, soundscapes and participants’ familiarity with the 
space) as a weakness of the field experiment. Often those can affect the final outcomes of the data 
collection and analysis in unpredictable ways, which I will comment further in the data analysis 
section. However, it is also true that spontaneous aspect of events surround the mobile listening 
daily. The unpredictability of background events was essential for the analysis of certain contextual 
factors (see Chapter 4 Data Analysis).

3.1.1 Hypothesis 

People often talk about recreating aesthetically their daily experience of cities using mobile 
music listening. I found it particularly interesting the sections “Filmic Cities and Aesthetic 
Experience” (2000, pp. 85-96) and “The audio-visual iPod” in Bull’s studies (2007, pp. 38-49) in 
which he discusses how this practice of shaping urban realities via the music listening occurs. He 
describes this activity not only by the action of filtering out the cities’ soundscape and exercising 
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a “privatisation of sounds”, but he additionally comments on how mobile music listeners recreate 
spaces as if they were producing their own movies out of the spaces they are walking by. Bull makes 
very interesting points on how music listening (via mobile devices as walkmen, mp3’s players, 
iPods and smartphones) can modify the listeners’ perception of the cityscape that surrounds 
them. As the following interviewee story nicely illustrates:

My world looks better; I get more emotional about the things including the people I see and my 
thoughts in general. Sometimes I project the lyrical content of songs onto the people I see while I’m 
listening. [...] I’ve had a lot of surreal moments like that listening to the music on my iPod and 
watching the world around me...it’s almost like watching a movie, but you’re in it. [iPod user]
(Bull 2010, p.58) 

In my study, I aim to compare this specific point in the study carried by Bull (the aesthetic experience 
via music) from a different perspective: instead of investigating how the music listening recreates 
the space I am interested to investigate if and how does the cityscape affect the perceptions of the 
listeners regarding the music they are listening to. Specifically in this situation in which the music 
is only available in a pre-defined location (called a location-based musical album app) and the 
listener is going there with a pre-disposition to discover those musical pieces.  

I hypothesise that the listening experience of the location-based album can be affected by the space 
that surrounds it. When designing this type of musical album, I believe that the artist/designer can 
take advantage of the space to favour the music in a conceptual level and they certainly should 
be sensitive about the fact that the musical album could also have its content affected in negative 
ways by the space to which it is attached.  

In psychology studies, the dependent variable is usually a measurement of some aspect of the 
participants’ behavior. The independent variable is called independent because it is free to be 
varied by the experimenter. The dependent variable is called dependent because it is thought to 
depend (at least in part) on the manipulations of the independent variable. (Weiten, 2013)

In order to test my hypothesis (if the space does interfere with the auditory experience), my 
data collection strategy included a field experiment and survey design. In the case of the field 
experiment, the album (the group of musical pieces) was the dependent variable and the space 
(Route 1 and Route 2) was designed to be the independent variable. I hypothesise that when in 
Route 1 (positive control group) the listening of the music would be favoured by the friendly 
and nice surroundings and that under the Route 2 (negative control group) when listening to 
the same album people would have their listening experience affected in a negative way by the 
“unwelcoming” environment”. The Album Route design will be detailed further in this chapter. 

As remarked by the theorist on case study Robert K. Yin “the cases in a multiple-case study 
[...] might have been selected either to predict similar results (direct replications) or to predict 
contrasting results but for anticipatable reasons (theoretical replications).” (Yin 2012, p.8) The 
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main goal of the process of building the routes was to contrast two different urban environments 
and its effects on the music listening of the same album.
 
In order to define the routes duration and location I explored myself some different public 
spaces in the city of Bremen. While making these walks I was reflecting on how these contrasting 
spaces could affect the listening experience. Such exploratory data was saved with the aid of 
some smartphone apps which could record where and for how long I walked via GPS (Global 
Positioning System). I also photographed and made notes in order to analyse these routes further. 
Such documentation was handful and they facilitated my design decisions.

I decided to do one route per day, to avoid a possible lack of energy when observing the routes 
and its peculiarities. That is also a reason why I established an approximate time and length for 
the route. To make sure the participants were not exhausted and that it would not bias the result 
of the experiment, as it would certainly affect their perception if they had to explore the routes for 
too long.

After experiencing myself the three routes I made some observations on what could be an easy, 
pleasant and friendly path in contrast to a more obscure, less pleasant or unfriendly path. The 
maps of these routes were documented for post analysis and are presented in the next pages. 
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Route 1

  Image 3.1: The “Route 1” was tracked and saved for future analysis. Data generated by the app “Everytrail”. 

   Image 3.2: “Route 1” info. 
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Route 2

Image 3.3: The “Route 2” was tracked and saved for future analysis. 

   Image 3.4: “Route 2” info. 
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Route 3

Image 3.5: The “Route 3” was tracked and saved for future analysis. 

   Image 3.6: “Route 3” info. 
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After this initial data analysis I decided to design the field experiment in routes 1 and 3. This 
decision was mainly due to three main points: accessibility, duration and diversity of landscapes. 
By accessibility I mean they were near public transportation or reachable by bike or walking from 
main points of the city, as the Bremen Hauptbahnhof (central train station) and Domsheide (main 
intersection of tram stops in the city of Bremen). I also intended to not impose where a route 
should start or end, believing this could also influence the results. The duration of the walking 
route should be of maximum 40 minutes. An additional but not less important criteria was to 
perceive how diverse (in the sense of the change of scenarios) a route was. Route 2 had few changes 
for hundreds of metres, so it would probably not be so interesting when music changed but the 
space remained the same. As I was trying to measure the influence of a scenario in a musical piece 
I considered relevant to adjust a specific scenario to a single track and once a musical piece starts 
also the environment would be a bit different. For instance: one music would play walking in front 
of the theatre, another in a green backyard, a third when passing in a tunnel, etc. 

As previously discussed in the first chapter, mobile listening experience proved to be an 
individualised activity. Acknowledging such peculiar point, this musical walk was designed to be 
experienced as an individualised and not as a group activity. That was not only supposed to mimic 
the real use of mobile personal stereos but also to avoid the influence of the others and the way 
they experienced their album route.

3.2 A Call for “Bremen Musicians”

As the main discussion of the “Soundtracking Paths” is in the field of locative-art, the musical 
selection reflected my intention of portraying the recent musical production of Bremen. For 
this same reason, initially I did not specify a musical genre when calling for collaborators. I was 
curious to listen to this unknown material without previously censuring it.

The profile required to provide musical material was: a person or group that created or performed 
music and currently lived in Bremen, or had lived in it in the last two years. It was not necessary 
their nationality to be German, as long as this person produced the piece while living in Bremen, 
they could voluntarily provide a piece. 

Musicians were informed of what the experiment consisted of and that their music would be 
exhibited as locative-art in the city. It was made clear that their music would be accessed only by 
the participants for the occasion of the field experiment and not published for an indefinite time 
and public.
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3.2.1 The Musical Selection

The musical selection would be better classified as a “compilation” type of musical album, 
considering that several and not only one musician collaborated to it. The main theme for the 
compilation and criteria for acceptance was: music made or performed in Bremen between the 
years of 2010 and 2013. 

After I shared my call for musicians on the internet (via email, Facebook and blog), I was lucky 
to receive a fair amount of pieces after a couple of weeks. In this small group of musicians, the 
collaborators were mainly part of my circle of friends and colleagues in the university. 

The pieces received and considered for the album route were:
“Ambience” by Preslav Rachel; 
“Breaking the Dub” by Thibaud Buquet;
“Count your Blessings” by Los Terroristas del Copy & Paste; 
“Harmonic Echo Machine” by Janosch Kurzrock; 
“Les bonbon” Concerto for 2 Viols nº XI by Jean de Sainte-Colombe performed by Ilemi Kemonah 
and her partner bass Viola da gamba; 
“Personal Nature” by David Dowhaniuk; 
“Piano Trio No 1” by Johannes Brahms 1889 Performed by Talia Banos (violin) Elisabeth Iserte 
(violoncello) Mireia Vendrell (piano); 
“Reflections” by Thomas Hoheisel; 
“Slow Home Now” by DATASTIX;
“Sunrise Forever” by Los Terroristas del Copy & Paste; 
“Transposing K 527” by Pedro Oliveira; 
“Wet” by Hector Balde.

It was a difficult task to select the music but I intended to design the album route in a way that 
participants would not be immersed in the experiment for too long. I believed that the ideal 
duration was one hour maximum and that exceeding this could lead to very superficial responses 
to the questionnaire. I calculated the tracks duration and tried to predict the amount of time 
which participants would have to invest in listening and responding the survey questionnaire. 
The participant should explore six areas, walk and answer the same questionnaire to every single 
piece. After estimating this average time and analysing the genres available I selected the six tracks 
listed bellow under the three categories:

“EDM - Electronic Dance Music”
“Slow Home Now” by DATASTIX;
“Harmonic Echo Machine” by Janosch Kurzrock; 
“Sunrise Forever” by Los Terroristas del Copy & Paste.



1 EDM: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronic_dance_music (accessed September 13th 2013)
   Ambient Music: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ambient_music (accessed September 13th 2013) 
   Experimental Music: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Experimental_music (accessed September 13th 2013)
   Classical Music: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classical_music (accessed September 13th 2013)
 
2 “Piano Trio No. 1” http://imslp.org/wiki/Piano_Trio_No.1,_Op.8_(Brahms,_Johannes) 
    (accessed September 10th 2013)
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“Experimental and Ambient Music”
“Ambience” by Preslav Rachel;
“Reflections” by Thomas Hoheisel.

“Classical music”
“Piano Trio No. 1” by Johannes Brahms (1854) performed in Bremen by: Talia Banos, Violin; 
Elisabeth Iserte, Violoncello; Mireia Vendrell, Piano.

As I did not intend to restrict genres and I should not reflect my personal musical taste with in 
the selection I stipulated three groups of genres to facilitate my choices: “EDM - Electronic Dance 
Music”; “Experimental and Ambient Music” and “Classical music”. 

It is a subjective topic to classify what is “EDM” or “Experimental or Ambient music” but I tried 
my best to select at least two tracks that would be possibly labelled as one or the other according 
to the descriptions of such genres 1.

The “Experimental or Ambient Music” was selected in order to contrast with the “EDM” which 
could be easily imagined as a soundtrack for a club or urban environment, and perhaps would be 
perceived by some people as “more danceable”. It is not my intention to state that the “Experimental 
or Ambient” tracks could not suit to a situation where the action of dancing is involved, as it 
would be a very personal assumption. But they certainly contrast on its tempo and dynamics. 

The classical music group presents only one piece, “Piano Trio No. 1”, because it is more than 
thirty minutes long. As it comprises four movements 2 I considered it as “4 tracks” in one piece. 
I assumed that the classical piece could surprise and contrast well to what young people are 
normally used to listen to.

In framing my choices under these three very distinct music genres, I aimed to reach an impartial 
approach in the music selection. More importantly, with this method I hoped  I would not upset 
or irritate a participant completely during their entire “sound walk” experience, which could 
happen if only one genre was chosen and it coincided with a genre that he does not enjoy. 

It is also important to mention that the three categories of genres were already present within the 
group of pieces received. 

As previously commented, all the pieces were composed in Bremen but for one exception: the 
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“Piano Trio No. 1” by Johannes Brahms (1854). It represented the classical music category and 
it was performed by the students of music in the University of Arts of Bremen. The piece was 
presented in summer semester (12.07.2013) as a Final Concert Exam. The recording was kindly 
provided by Talia Banos. 

3.2.2 Place and meaning for the artist 

Initially, I intended to ask musicians to choose the space within the city in which their music would 
fit better. I intended to relate the meaning from the artist’s perspective to the place. Unfortunately, 
in the end  I realised I should not leave this decision to the artist. Firstly for restrictions of space, as 
the route was planned to be within a walkable distance of about sixty minutes long. If  musicians 
had chosen places in the city that were too far from each other it would not work as a maximum 
forty minutes route. Secondly, I meant to avoid that more than one artist wanted to exhibit their 
song in the same location. If they chose the same location, I would have no criteria to privilege one 
rather than the other. I also had it clear that my study would not investigate meaning regarding the 
artist but the affect on the listener’s experience regarding the location a musical piece is attached to.

Once I listened to all of the pieces I thought about the possible spaces they could be attached to. 
I experimented this pre-conceptions further while walking and listening to the music in the field 
during the pre-tests of the prototype. Only then I would be sure they would fit to a certain distance 
or not without looping for long. After covering the two routes walking and listening I was capable to 
set the first musical maps, which will be described in the next section.

3.3 “Dogma is the problem not prototyping”   

       The Mobile App 

‘Demo or Die’ is a dogma. The belief that technical prototyping is the only way of developing an 
idea quickly becomes a problem when it prevents designers from engaging with technologies beyond 
their level of ability, budget or means. The result of this dogma for people without the luxury of 
a lab will always be small scale, craft-like objects: a form of digital craft. There’s nothing wrong 
with this, but sometimes we need to turn our attention to problems and ideas that are bigger and 
more complex than we can handle individually or make ourselves, these skills are important too.  
(Dunne & Raby 2010, p.266)

The citation above reflected an important moment of my master’s thesis. It was exactly when 
I decided to simplify the app I had in mind. As a graphic designer, it would be a big step to try 
to program a mobile app from scratch. I believed I would have no problem on the GUI design 
process for the mobile app, but  this section turned out to be so complex that it gave room to 
extensive debates, which were not included in my main goals of research. While reflecting on 



3 AppFurnace: http://appfurnace.com/  (accessed September 24th 2013)
4 “Building a GPS-Triggered Audio Player with af.AudioChannel”: https://appfurnace.zendesk.com/

entries/23573016-Tutorial-7-Building-a-GPS-Triggered-Audio-Player-with-af-AudioChannel  (accessed 
September 24th 2013)
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the statement made by Dunne & Raby (in an article on Critical Design), I realised that it was one 
of the moments a professional needs to stop and think on what is substantial in their process of 
creating and testing new concepts. 

Often the lack of time (to update skills) and financial resources (to maintain a project being 
developed for longer) challenge professionals to focus on building the most optimal scenario to test 
only the most essential interactions. To me it was essential to acknowledge my own weaknesses, 
the biggest one: the programming skills. I knew by then I would not prototype my app within 
the usual way I was taught back in the days of my design school. That is, I would not build a new 
product from scratch but would assemble preconceived libraries of codes that could simulate the 
ideal scenario for my investigation.

It is also important to state that my main research goals were never related to coding. Thus,  I 
started my search for a platform to aid me on the mission of simulating the same environment in 
which I could test the concept of location-based musical album.

Initially, I intended to build a complex mobile app as I was fascinated by the features present 
in the album apps that I analysed in the very first stage of my thesis. In order to reproduce such 
features and have a nearly finished product running to be tested, I believe I would have to apply 
one more year (minimum) on this research and would extrapolate the needs of the case study. 

My criteria for this simplification was to reflect again on my research question: Does the listening 
experience of a musical album can be affected by its surroundings? To reflect on the question again 
pointed the interaction that should be simulated and tested.  

Reflecting on that, and noticing that my initial project idea had too many interactions involved, 
I decided to simplify and optimise it. My initial idea included the following main interactions: 
- to publish music pieces in specific locations of a city; 
- to filter music by tags while browsing a city map; 
- to create new compilations (albums) grouping musical pieces by specific tags; 
- to play location-based albums or single tracks filtered by tags. 
- to stimulate collaborative music composition by providing looping samples, available for 
download every time a listener completed an entire “album route”.

The second try, which worked successfully, was to develop a prototype using the platform 
AppFurnace 3. I followed their documentation “Building a GPS-Triggered Audio Player with 
af.AudioChannel” 4. They offered the resource called “af.AudioChannel” to trigger and control 
the audio files. Making use of this resource and of the online documentation I had successfully 
achieved the goals of my first prototype. A proper simulation of the main interaction I needed for 
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performing the test was developed: one could walk through a certain route and trigger the audio 
files using a smartphone, iPod or tablet device.

The main steps I took to build the first prototype were: to upload the audio files, to establish the 
areas on the map, to name each area and function according to the audio files, to perform a web 
based test and further a mobile test within the field.

The code used in the first prototype for the mobile app is placed in Appendix p.113.
The following screenshots are the most relevant of the process of building the prototype app:

Figure 3.7  Audio saved on the server to be played during the experiment. 

 
Figure 3.8  Section that allows the mobile app code edition.
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Figure 3.9  On the left the GUI for the mobile app. On the right a map of the musical areas of the album Route 1 in 
Bremen, Germany.

Figure 3.10  On the left the GUI for the mobile app. On the right a map of the musical areas of the album Route 2 in 
Bremen, Germany. 

 

After the first tests running the app, I managed to fix some issues related to sound looping. I made 
the test using two mobile phones. One was using 3G internet connection and the second was not 
connected to the internet at all. The problem experienced by the second smartphone was that one 
specific musical piece would not stop playing although the person was no longer in its respective 
area. I fixed that by changing the looping function. 
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I could not prove the reason why the offline smartphone produced the looping issue and the 
online one did not. On the bright side, I confirmed that the participant did not need necessarily to 
be connected to the internet during the walk to trigger the audio files as soon as the app had been 
correctly installed and loaded while under a wifi connection.

I also altered the first prototype code by changing the number of channels. In the first test I used 
two, but found out it was not necessary. 

In addition, after feedbacks of two friends that were part of the pre-tests, I decided to add a map 
to the graphical user interface in order to help the participant to locate himself within the specific 
“musical areas”. And also added a function which would show the name of the piece instead of 
only reproducing the name of the mp3 file on the screen. 

The changes from feedback were applied in the code displayed on Appendix p.117. 

After doing the first tests I was sure that the audio files were working correctly in the areas 
previously demarcated. However I have noticed that sometimes the GPS feature would turn quite 
an unstable tool near tall buildings and in not so open areas. 

As it was just a prototype service and not yet a published app, I was not sure yet if I could perform 
the test using several devices at the same time. That was also pre-tested and successfully confirmed.  

Only after this first stage of designing the Route 1, experimenting the code libraries, pre-testing 
and improving the prototype I was then ready to repeat the same process and build the album 
route 2.

3.4 The Listeners

The sample of participants was selected under some criteria: age, gender, status, cultural 
background and familiarity with the use of smartphones. Each one of these aspects is detailed and 
justified in the following paragraphs.

The sample consisted of fourteen participants. In order to avoid a gender bias, as male and 
female might perceive music and express feelings differently, I intentionally had the same 
number of individuals of each gender. They were seven male and seven female distributed 
between the two routes. Route 1 had three males and four females and Route 2 had four males 
and three females participants. 

In order to have a more homogeneous perspective of the experience it was selected a group that 
had similar status and age. For this reason the participants selected were all students doing a 
master’s or PHD program from the age of 25 to 35 years old. 



5 Soundtracking Paths Blog: http://albumapps.wordpress.com/  (accessed September 30th 2013)
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In relation to the technological layer, it was considered as a relevant criteria for the sample 
selection the familiarity with smartphone use, as it was the main gadget used in the test. Ideally,  
participants should be able to operate it easily without compromising the test flow. 

Once realising the difficulties of pre-selecting the sample according to their musical taste (as it 
would possibly require an entire different test just to analyse musical genres affinities) I intended 
to invite people that could present contrastive cultural backgrounds. I took the nationality as the 
element of diversity among the participants. Among them were: a Brazilian, a Bulgarian, two 
Colombians, an Egyptian, a German, a Greek, a Honduran, an Indian, a Spanish, a German/
North-American, a German/Russian, a Costa Rican and an Iranian. In total there were thirteen 
different nationalities. My intention with the multicultural approach was to hope that the 
participants would have a more diverse affinity or preferences of spaces and musical genres in 
the field experiment. Most likely they would also express differently the way they feel. Their rich 
and diverse cultural backgrounds, I believe, made the experiment outcome less limited and plural 
regarding the personal impressions of space and music.

As this experience was not being analysed from the perspective of a tourist/visitor – what could be 
discussed as a “sonic tourism” (see Braden 2012) – it was an additional criteria that the participant 
should be based or lived in the recent past in the city of Bremen for at least one year. It was also 
an assumption that most of them would have passed in those places before, but I was interested 
to know if, in case they did not, what was their impressions (present in section 3 of the survey 
questionnaire). In my hypothesis, to be familiar or not with the space could influence their 
listening experience. 

In respect to the familiarity and anticipation aspects the participant ideally should have never 
before listened to the musical pieces used in the album route. As already commented, the only 
exception was the classical piece “Piano Trio No. 1” by Johannes Brahms (1889).

The test was operated in English. As this is the main language of their courses (master’s or PHD 
program), I believed it would streamline communication with all involved.

It was asked in advance if it would be possible that they could use their own smartphones in the field 
experiment day. As they would have to install the prototype beforehand in their devices, I thought 
it would be simpler if I could offer the equipment myself with the app already installed. And that 
was how I proceeded. 

All the participants of the experiment were invited via blog5, email or Facebook. The event day 
and time was scheduled via Doodle platform or email. It was decided that every participant should 
choose where to start his/her own path. I did the field experiment individually or in pairs to avoid 
influence of a group in the behaviours and impressions. 
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Prior  to the test, I handed out to the participants the “informed consent form” and the procedures 
related to the so named “Soundtracking Paths” event. This way I intended to reduce the experiment 
duration, as they would be aware beforehand of the procedures and the questionnaire. More 
importantly, participants would have time to question me in case of any doubts. 

In the following chapter I will describe the data analysis and the main goals within each section in 
the survey questionnaire design.

3.5 The Questionnaire Design

As previously commented, although I made comparisons with Bull’s studies on the use of personal 
stereos on public urban spaces, there are reasons why such practices may differ to this current. The 
empirical data related to the experience of listening to a location-based album was “not available 
elsewhere” (Fowler 2006, p3). For this reason, I designed this self-administered mixed method 
survey, which was handled to the participants during the field experiment. This survey is part of 
my data collection strategy, nevertheless I have no intention to keep it as the only source of data for 
my final discussion and conclusions. I will justify the questions used in this survey and relate them 
to the theory - when having links to the theoretical background already discussed in Chapter 2.

As I could recognise numerous possibilities under my research question I decided to narrow the 
study to four specific aspects (often conditions) within the field experiment and survey design. 
Such aspects refer to the way participants could feel along their experience of listening to the 
LBMA. In the questionnaire design, as an organisational decision, I refer to these aspects as 
sections: 
Section 1: Comfort, scenario compatibility and music listening appreciation. Does the first two 
affect the music listening appreciation?
Section 2:  Scale of emotions. Will they differ under different spaces?
Section 3: Familiarity with a space influences the music listening? 
Section 4: Differences between the normal music listening and the LBMA. 

The first three sections will always be placed as rival concepts under the influence of the friendly 
and pleasant route 1 (R1) versus not as friendly and perhaps unpleasant route 2 (R2). Differently, 
the Section 4 will be answered only once and will not be used in order to compare R1 to R2. All the 
four sections will be better explained further in this chapter.  Please check Appendix for observing 
the entire questionnaire.

I avoided to ask direct questions such as “does this space affects your music listening?” as it 
would be difficult for the participants to recognise what such differences would be and how they 
would express them. I tried to deconstruct some aspects in order to further interpret them. The 
questionnaire was designed, pre-tested and re-designed until I got to the final format as it is 



6 comfortable: producing feelings of ease or security. Free from stress or anxiety. 

http://www.thefreedictionary.com/comfortable (accessed September 27th 2013)
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exhibited in this chapter. As a mixed method, I used quantitative and qualitative data which gave 
me a more interesting set of data to interpret. I personally found the qualitative section more 
useful to the type of phenomena I am investigating. 

3.5.1 Section 1: Comfort, scenario compatibility and appreciation of the 

music listening.

I aimed to initiate the survey with very simple questions and I relate them to the aspects which I 
considered relevant in music listening in physical public spaces. Section 1 is comprised of three 
questions, each one is related to one aspect. I believe there are many other aspects that could be 
covered as influential factors. However, I would like to state that, in this study, these three aspects 
were the only ones stipulated and covered in Section 1: comfort, scenario compatibility (with the 
music) and appreciation of the music listening (relative to the time dedicated to it). The questions 
and their relative aspects are exposed bellow:

Question 1.1: Do you feel comfortable 6 in this space?  
Relates to the idea of feeling comfortable in an environment and away from disturbing situations. 

Question 1.2: Does this space suit to the musical piece you are listening to?
Scenario matches with the music. This aspect reflects the participants’ analysis of the physical 
space, when relating it to the musical piece tied to it.

Question 1.3: Do you feel like listening to this musical piece for a longer period of time? 
With the question 1.3 I was theorizing that if one wants to continue to a musical piece that means 
approval and appreciation regarding the music listening. 

I relate question 1.1 to 1.3 as a factor that would influence the music listening. In my hypothesis 
I believed that if one feels comfortable (and away from disturbing situations) in a public space, 
it would contribute to a more joyful listening experience. This thought came from the intention 
of understanding better the design of interactions. In a situation in which one intends to design 
an album located in a specific area of a city, I should think carefully on how people would feel 
around that area. The scenario can be even interpreted as the interface for that album. Besides, I 
was curious to understand if, in case the participant perceived that a scenario suited the musical 
piece, would they necessarily decide to listen to it longer? These responses could also reflect some 
bias related to personal taste versus approval related to the space. 



7 GEMS: http://www.zentnerlab.com/news-and-media/downloads 

  (accessed August 20th 2013)
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When I designed the two album routes R1 and R2 I tried to pick places that could match or 
contrast to each piece’s mood. However, I was curious about how this would be perceived by 
the participants, as place suiting a musical piece can be a very personal aspect. If responses were 
positive, I was curious if that would influence their will to listen to the music longer. This is how 
I related the question 1.2 to 1.3. 

I also tried to measure the musical listening approval indirectly while recording the route via GPS 
data but people could stay for longer time in a space for other several reasons and the GPS signal 
was not 100% stable during the route recordings. Therefore it was more adequate to make the 
direct question (1.3) for this matter.

A five point Likert scale was used in order to measure such concepts in Section 1 and its results 
will be further  discussed in Chapter 4.

3.5.2 Section 2: Scale of emotions

In Section 2 I continue to analyse the effects of space on the music listening experience. As previously 
explained, R1 was designed in welcoming and pleasant public spaces and R2 in less pleasant and 
not as welcoming ones. In this section I aim to frame this possible effect via a scale of emotions. In 
order to measure if the very same musical piece would incite different intensities of emotions in R1 
and R2 I applied the Geneva Emotional Music Scales (GEMS).  

GEMS is considered the first instrument that has been devised to measure emotions generated 
by music. It is considered as a more efficient scale for ratings of “music evoked emotions” than 
scales that are based on non-musical areas of emotion research (Zentner et al. 2008). Although 
they provide more complex scales, I opted for the GEMS-9 7, as the participants would need to 
rate only 9 basic classes of emotions. The GEMS-45 or GEMS-25 could bring more precision with 
its wider scale of emotions, nonetheless it would be very hard to expose the participants to the 
analysis of that number of emotions when they needed to rate them 6 times (one per every music 
and space). 

I acknowledge the complexity of this study for the number of variables that could bias the result. 
To start, the same music could be listened in the same space but in different days and that would 
already evoke different emotions in people. In informal conversations I had after the experiment 
or with friends, it was often mentioned that their mood could extremely influence their responses. 
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I can certainly think of spaces in which the same music would feel different to me. I could be at a 
classical concert hall, at a small gallery, at a one week festival arena, at a small venue, in a lab, in 
my room, walking on a natural landscape or on an urban public space. Even if in all mentioned 
situations I am using the same headphones (to subtract the effect caused by the sound system), I still 
believe the space would influence my perception of this music. These specificities were commented 
in the “Public versus private” realm of music listening (see Chapter 2 p.36). I believe spaces can 
shape the stories we may create while listening to music, as already discussed in “Filmic Cities” in 
Bull’s studies (see Chapter 2 p.31). That justifies why I kept interested in measuring emotions within 
the location-based musical album case in order to complement what was already contextualised in 
the theory section and analyse if such emotions would differ between the two routes.

3.5.3 Section 3: Familiarity

In Section 3 I continue studying the affect of the space in the music listening but contrasting 
familiarity. As previously mentioned the field experiment did not take the “sonic tourism”*** 
approach. In this case, it was expected that the sample selected was familiar with most of the 
places in both routes. However, I made this question in order to test this idea: what happens 
in case they are (or not) familiar? So I had two main concerns. If the space is known the music 
listening would bring a different perception of this space? Considering the possibility of the space 
have a meaning for the participant or have memories related to it. On the other hand, when the 
space was mentioned as unknown, for being a completely fresh and new space they would have 
no memories or meanings related to it. In that case, I was interested to know in which layer the 
person would focus in: the visible (the space) or the invisible (the music) or both. It can be related 
again to the “aesthetics control” (see Chapter 2 p.31) and the “Derive” by Debord (see Chapter 2 
p.39). As one could be thrilled to discover a new place and totally forget the music going on, or 
one could use the music to aestheticise the new space in case he/she feels unsafe in that area. In 
this case I did not see the Likert scale as the most compatible system to measure these answers. 
The questions 3.1.a and 3.1.b are dependent of the answer given to the question 3.1, as one can 
observe bellow:
 
3.1. Is it the first time you walk on this place?
(  ) yes, it is the first time I walk on this place.     
(  ) no, it is not the first time I walk on this place. 
(  ) I am not sure if I did walk on this place before. 
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In positive case: “yes, this is the first time I walk on this place”
or in case of doubt “I am not sure if I did walk on this place before” please respond 3.1.a: 

3.1.a Considering your lack of familiarity with this place, during this first initial minutes of listening:
(  ) I did focus more in the space than in the music. 
(  ) I did focus more in the music than in the space. 
(  ) I believed I was focused in both with the same intensity. 
(  ) I can not tell the difference, if I focused more in the space or in the music.

In negative case: “no, it is not the first time I walk on this area” please respond 3.1.b: 

3.1.b Considering your familiarity with this place, during this first initial minutes of listening: 
(  ) I felt a positive difference from my previous experience(s) of walking on this place. 
(  ) I felt a negative difference from my previous experience(s) of walking on this place. 
(  ) I did not feel different at all from my previous experience(s) of walking on this place. 
(  ) I can not tell the difference from my previous experiences.

In order to understand better the how the space affected, I was curious to see the participants’ 
descriptions on how they were feeling, if they would point the physical space in any case. With 
this intention I included an open question, which was the last on the questionnaire, for each time 
a participant listened to one song. It was placed as last question for its complexity. Perhaps for 
exercising and answering the previous questions they would have more ideas on how to describe 
their state of being at that moment. Also at that point they would have listened to the musical 
piece entirely or 80% of it - with the exception of Brahms which is 37 minutes long.  The referred 
open question is placed bellow:

3.2 Take your time to look carefully around you. Please describe how do you feel about the musical 
piece you are listening now. 

3.5.4 Section 4: Differences

As a final statement I was interested to know how does the experience of listening to a location-
based musical album was different from the previous experiences that they had (of listening to 
music on public physical spaces via mobile gadgets). This open question served as a good overview 
of the novelties brought about by LBMA. As well as the similarities with other media. As an 
example the radio could provide a surprise effect when no one would predict the music coming 
next, also that aspect was mentioned within the participants in this case of LBMA. 

Differently from the previous questions, that were responded in relation to every single musical 
piece, this final topic should be answered just once as an overview of the participants’ experience, 
in the end of the field experiment.  
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Question 4.1 Please try to describe in which ways this “sound walk” differs from your daily 
practice of listening to music on your smartphone or mp3 player. Feel free to point positive 
and negative aspects.

I used the term “sound walk” to refer to the activity of walking while listening to the album 
and having to reach specific areas, not to refer to the original “sound walk” concept that 
could involve voiced instructions as part of the content delivered via the personal stereos.

3.5.5 Last comments on Field Experiment and Survey Design 

As I am aware that I have only scratched the surface of such a complex investigation, I 
warn that there might exist a number of other factors that could also have influenced the 
participants responses (weather conditions, time of the day, person’s mood, personal taste, 
to name a few), but were not included in this investigation and its experiment. To avoid 
the weather influence, I tried to schedule the test days in the same weather conditions. I 
was lucky to have the same sunny weather during the seven days of test. All of those had 
temperature between 10 ºC to 18 ºC. All the “sound journeys” were made during the day 
and never at night, as I believed this would dramatically affect the experience. Additionally 
(see 3.6 Sample) some criteria were taken in consideration  during the sample design 
aiming to avoid bias. Nevertheless, subtle aspects such as participant’s mood and way of 
perceiving and verbalising emotions could not be analysed in this research. Although I 
recognise the limitations of this study, I believe I did manage to understand very initial 
but relevant concepts inbuilt in my research question, which hopefully can also enlighten 
similar studies in the field.
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4. DATA ANALYSIS

Data analysis consists of examining, categorizing, tabulating, testing, or otherwise recombining 
evidence, to draw empirically based conclusions. Analyzing case study evidence is specially 
difficult because the techniques still have not been well defined. To overcome this circumstance, 
every case study analysis should follow a general analytic strategy, defining priorities for what to 
analyze and why. (Yin, 2009, p. 126)

n this case study the data analysis was based in the cross-case synthesis technique (see 1.3 
Methodology). It is a technique that applies specifically to the analysis of multiple cases and 
is also recommended when the individual case studies have been conducted as “predesigned 

parts of the same study” (Yin, 2009. p.156), which is the case in this research. For instance, if I 
had designed the field experiment as single album route, I would carry it as an embedded, single 
case study. As I was interested in investigating two contrasting scenarios (album routes) in the 
same manner (applying the same data collection strategy and analytical technic) that meant that 
my approach in this study would be as an embedded, multiple case study (Yin, 2012. p. 7). As 
previously commented (see Data Collection p20 and Questionnaire Design p.69) this survey is 
part of a set in the data collection strategy, and not the only source of data considered in this 
study, which also intends to ensure the validity of the study. As commented by Yin (2009) “... case 
studies, like experiments, are generalizable to theoretical propositions and not to populations 
and universes.” (ibid. p.15). I clarify that I will not discuss this data analysis under a “statistical 
generalization”. As my intention with this study is “to expand and generalize theories” and not 
“to enumerate frequencies” alone. Therefore, I am using the “analytic generalization” when 
further interpreting this survey data (Yin, 2009, p.15). Although I make use of majority of votes 
(which resembles statistical references) I also try to interpret certain details relating the results 
of quantitative data to the theory discussed and to the open questions - in which I had different 
outcomes to interpret the context of the phenomena investigated here. For external validity, such 
relations will be commented in the Chapter 5 Conclusion.  

As outlined in Chapter 3, the main intention of the field experiment was to analyse How does 
physical space affect the experience of listening to a location-based musical album? For this purpose, 
I designed two different album routes to compare the listening experience of the same musical 
pieces in two different contexts: Route 1 and Route 2 (which I will often refer to as “R1” and “R2”).

Although I designed each sub-case as an unity (a musical album route), I decided not to unify 
the data visualisation and analysis of the album route in a single chart per section (sections are 
explained in chapter 3). In Section 1 and 2 of the quantitative data I will comment its results 
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visualised in one chart per musical piece. This way I can expose clearly the impact of every physical 
public space in each musical piece. Such way of designing the research, could also be interpreted 
as “embedded unity of analysis” when considering each music and space as individual objects 
under the two routes cases (see 1.3.3 The Case Study Design. Figure 1.2; p.10). Although this is a 
possibility for future studies analysis, I emphasise that my focus is on analysing the data comparing 
the two routes (as two musical albums) rather than promoting a study to each individual musical 
piece and its surroundings. 

Section 3 is an exception. I only exhibited the unified data and did not comment individually. 
As questions 3.1.a and 3.1.b are conditioned by the familiarity in question 3.1, the number of 
responses to 3.1.a and 3.1.b varied and the data is not visualised with expressive differences in 
numbers when in individual charts. 

Some case studies authors opt for not displaying the data collected in the same section as their 
interpretative arguments are being exposed (Yin, 2009. p.126). However, in this study I decided 
to present the data charts along with my analysis, as they were immediately visible. I find it useful 
when readers can develop their own interpretations without having to interrupt their reading flow 
to check appendices often.

Image 1.1: participant in the field experiment Route 1, listening to the piece “Harmonic”
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4.1 The Quantitative Data Analysis

As commented in chapter 3 (see 3.1.1 Hypothesis, pp.54-56), I am inclined to believe that physical 
space can influence (positively or negatively) the perception of a musical piece. In this section, 
I will exhibit and comment the results of the quantitative section of the survey questionnaire 
answered during the field experiment.  

It is important to highlight once again that the data collection and its analysis are not focused in 
the usual mp3’s music listening via mobile, but in the location-based aspects already discussed in 
previous chapters.

4.1.1 Data Analysis - Section 1

Section 1 was designed to investigate specifically the aspects of: comfort, scenario compatibility 
(with the music) and appreciation of the music listening (relative to the time dedicated to it). As 
already clarified in chapter 3 each one of these three aspects are related to one question. The data 
analysis of these three questions are going to be displayed in the following pages. All charts will 
have its correspondent questions preceding its display area.

Each chart in Section 1 will also have a subtitle regarding its correspondent musical piece.

Ambience  refers to “Ambience” by Preslav Rachel; 
Brahms refers to “Piano Trio No. 1” by Johannes Brahms (1854).
Harmonic refers to “Harmonic Echo Machine” by Janosch Kurzrock;
Reflections refers to “Reflections” by Thomas Hoheisel.
Slow refers to “Slow Home Now” by DATASTIX;
Sunrise refers to “Sunrise Forever” by Los Terroristas del Copy & Paste;
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Ambience Brahms

Harmonic Reflections

Slow Sunrise

In question 1.1 most of the responses were positive regarding “feeling comfortable” within the 
space. Even in Route 2 which was designed in surroundings not as welcoming as the ones in Route 
1. Among the six places we walked on, four spaces were related to negative responses but very 
small in numbers (1 in R1 and 5 in total in R2). 

I was curious about the piece Slow, as it was designed in the toughest space of the R2, under a 
noisy, bad lightened and dirty tunnel and people did not comment to feel uncomfortable in that 
space at all. Perhaps the music may have enlightened the space. That relates to what was previously 
commented in Chapter 2 (see p.31). The aesthetics control might have happened, from the music 
perception in relation to the space, and not the opposite. In the photo documentation section it 
is possible to compare these spaces by observing the images (see p.93).

4.1.1.1 Feeling Comfortable

Question 1.1 Do you feel comfortable in this space?
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Ambience

Harmonic Reflections

Slow Sunrise

4.1.1.2 Physical Space Matches the Music

Question 1.2  Does this space suit to the musical piece you are listening to?

When I designed the R2 I was aiming to contrast (space and music) rather than to match them. 
In R1 I did aim to match space and music. With two exceptions (Slow and Reflections) which I 
believe were suiting the surroundings better in R2 than in R1. Comparing the results, the number 
of negative responses (“Not at all”; “Somewhat”) were 5 in R1 and 11 in R2, they nearly doubled in 
number. This helped me to conclude that the contrast between the space and the pieces’ mood was 
more evident to participants in R2 than in R1, as I intended. Nevertheless, they were still minority. 
Positive responses were more numerous in both routes: 33 in R1 and 25 in R2. The conclusion 
was that the “friendly” design in R1 was perceived as “compatible” with the tracks and that the 
“unfriendly” design in Route 2 was not so unpleasant to the participants. In addition, we had as 
neutral responses (“moderately”) 6 in R2 and 9 in R1. That also can show a certain difficulty in 
perceiving a relationship between the visible (space) and the invisible (music). 

Brahms
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4.1.1.3 Appreciation of the Music Listening

Question 1.3  Do you feel like listening to this musical piece for a longer period of time?

Ambience Brahms

Harmonic Reflections

Slow Sunrise

I was curious to relate the responses of questions 1.1 and 1.2 to the 1.3. 

In question 1.2: 33 responses in R1 and 25 in R2 were positive regarding space suiting the music. 
In question 1.3: 25 responses in R1 and 21 in R2 were up to listening to the piece for a longer 
period of time. 
This small difference in the results could be interpreted as “I believe this space suits this piece, 
nevertheless it does not suit my personal taste”. 

The intention of listening to the piece longer was less frequent than the statements of space 
matching musical pieces. This question can also represent personal taste related to the musical 
piece. And it did not show to be as dependant to the space approval. Once again the musical layer 
had more influence in the response than the space. 
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4.1.1.4 Physical Space Contrasts 

I was also interested to know what would happen in the case of places contrasting (not matching 
well) the musical pieces’ mood. Would they still be interested in listening to the musical piece for 
a longer time?

When the contrast occurred, 5 responses in R1 and 11 in R2 (see charts bellow), the will of listening 
to the piece longer was not affected. According to four participants the space was not suiting 
the pieces Ambience and Sunrise in R2. Nevertheless they would still keep listening to it for a 
longer time. I could interpret that musical pieces were more influential in the participants’ will of 
enjoying them than the spaces surrounding them. “Indeed, music induces a rich and differentiated 
spectrum of positive emotions” (Zentner et al., 2009). 

A second observation would be that the lack of connection or meaning within the space leaded 
people to focus more in the musical layer (the invisible) rather than on their surroundings (the 
visible layer). That would made me think of a new experiment using a different approach relating 
meaning and interest related to space versus musical taste.

Ambience Sunrise

Ambience Sunrise

Question 1.2  Does this space suit to the musical piece you are listening to?

Question 1.3  Do you feel like listening to this musical piece for a longer period of time?
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4.1.1.5 Section 1 Final Overview 

Among the fourteen participants, six musical pieces and twelve places experienced, Section 1 had 
a total of 252 responses: 126 in R1 and 126 in R2. The great majority felt comfortable within the 
spaces, perceived that the space “suited to the musical piece” and was happy to continue enjoying 
the music listening for a longer period of time. 

To my surprise, the R2 was not (in the quantitative section) pointed as a space where people felt 
uncomfortable. Since R2 was not framed in this negative perspective I cannot affirm that a space 
perceived negatively affects the music listening because people just did not perceive the space 
this way. I could still consider that space affects the music listening, as it was mostly perceived 
positively and consequently the participants were happy to continue listening to the music longer 
- even in route 2.

I am still interested in analysing in the future if people would choose to stay longer in a space, 
even if they feel disturbed or uncomfortable in it, just to listen to a musical piece that can only be 
listened there – the location dependant situation of the albums I am currently investigating. 

1.2 Does this space suit to the musical piece you are listening to?

1.3  Do you feel like listening to this musical piece for a longer period of time?

1.1 Do you feel comfortable* in this space?
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4.1.2 Section 2: Scale of Emotions

As previously commented in chapter 3 the scale of emotions was used in order to contrast 
if the same musical piece listened in different spaces would trigger different emotions. 
See Chapter 3 (pp.67-69) regarding possible bias and in respect of the origins of the scale 
applied here. Similarly to the previous section, the sub-titles for each chart also represents 
a musical piece, as already exposed in page 77.

4.1.2.1 Scale of Emotions in “Experimental and Ambient Music”

The results were balanced in the Scale of emotions for the piece Ambience. 

Visualising the purple tones they (negative responses) they were present in very similar quantities 
in both routes. And when positive responses were given (orange tones) also they seem quite 
balanced. 

I can point “wonder” and “joyful activation” as the ones with bigger differences in their negative 
responses but they were still not as contrasting in number.

Ambience
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4.1.2.1 Scale of Emotions in “Experimental and Ambient Music”

In the piece Reflections I could not notice any dramatic difference in the results. The most 
contrasting class was “joyful activation”. It shows a bigger number of negative responses (purple 
tones) in R2 than in R1. 4 participants did not feel at all a state of joy being activated and 2 felt it 
somehow versus 2 neutral (somewhat) and 3 positive in R1. 

“Tenderness” also presented a double number of negative responses in R1 (6) versus 3 in R2. 
However 3 neutral responses were given in R2 so I cannot conclude much on that.

Reflections
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The results showed quite similar for the piece Harmonic. The few exceptions were “wonder”, 
“sadness” and “joyful activation”.
 
5 participants did not feel wonder at all in R2 versus 2 in R1. However, the “somewhat” could be 
seem as a balance. 

“Sadness” was nearly inexistent in R1 (6) if compared to R2 (3).

4 participants in R2 felt “very much” in a joyful mood compared to 2 in R1. Even though the R2 
was the unfriendly route I believe it suited the techno piece better.

4.1.2.2 Scale of Emotions in  “EDM - Electronic Dance Music”

Harmonic
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4.1.2.2 Scale of Emotions in “EDM - Electronic Dance Music”

Slow

In the piece Slow the contrasting responses were very few.  

I would point “Peacefulness” as a more absent emotion in the Route 2 (6 negative responses versus 
3 in R1). Positive responses in R2 were inexistent.

“Tension” also had a slight difference in its results, as it shows 5 negative responses in R1 versus 3 
in R2. But we can notice it has not much of a difference.
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4.1.2.2 Scale of Emotions in “EDM - Electronic Dance Music”

The piece Sunrise was the one to display the clearest results although it does not still show a 
dramatic contrast between the two routes.

All the participants had its joy activated in R1 versus 5 in R2. All in R1 declared not to feel sadness 
at all versus 6 negative responses in R2. 

The most contrasting answer was “Power” which was incited in R1 according to all the participants 
versus 4 in R2.

In R1 6 participants responded negatively when asked about tension versus 4 in R2.

Sunrise
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4.1.2.3 Scale of Emotions in  “Classical Music”

In the piece Brahms the feeling of “Wonder” presents contrasting responses. In R1 were given 5 
positive responses and 2 neutral (moderately) versus only 1 positive, 4 neutral and 2 negative in R2. 

“Tenderness” also shows some differences in its results. There was only one (somewhat) negative 
response in R1 versus 4 in R2.

“Transcendence” received only positive or neutral responses in R1 versus only 1 positive response 
in R2, 4 negative and 2 neutral. 

Brahms
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When I hypothesise that space could have a greater influence within the listening experience, I 
tried to measure it also by the emotions triggered when listening to the same pieces in contrasting 
places. Nonetheless, when analysing every chart per piece and specially when visualising the 
overall chart I can certainly affirm that emotions were mainly affected by the music as they had 
all very similar in the results. The few differences we can notice in the percentage of results of 
negative, neutral and positive could have been the affected by the space but also I could think of 
other variables that may have affected. This result may relate to the theory written by Bull on “The 
Filmic Cities and Aesthetic Experience” (2000, pp. 85-96) and “The Audio Visual iPod” (2007, pp. 
38-49) (see also Chapter 2 p.31). I conclude that the musical pieces were once again the layer that 
prevailed in this section and for this reason the emotions provoked were mainly similar in both 
R1 and R2. 

 4.1.2.4 Section 2 Final Overview
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4.1.3 Section 3: Familiarity

Question 3.1  Is it the first time you walk on this place?

Question 3.1.a Considering your lack of familiarity with this place, during this first initial 
minutes of listening, you:

In Section 3 I was interested in the familiarity aspect. As previously mentioned the 
field experiment did not take the “sonic tourism” approach. In this case the sample was 
selected among people that were based in Bremen for at least 1 year. However, I was not 
convinced if all the participants have already been to all of those places in both routes. I 
noticed the opportunity to continue studying the affect of the space in the music listening 
but contrasting familiarity. So I had two main concerns. If the space is known the music 
listening would bring a different perception of this space? Considering the possibility of 
the space have a meaning for the participant or have memories related to it. On the other 
hand, when the space was mentioned as unknown I was interested to know in which layer 
the person would focus in: the visible (the space) or the invisible (the music) or both.

The charts of the question 3.1 confirms that the great majority were familiar with the spaces 
within both routes. 

In case the participant have never passed in such space he/she would respond  3.1.a. In 
R1 7 participants were not familiar with the space and the great majority mentioned they 
focused equally in space and music. In R2 9 participants were not familiar with the space. 
There was not a significant majority between the responses “focusing  more in the music” 
or “focused in both equally”. The great minority focused in the space only.
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Question 3.1.b Considering your familiarity with this place, during this first initial minutes 
of listening: 

It is already known that music can bring positive emotions (Zentner et al., 2009). Therefore I was 
not surprised that the majority would mention that. However, I was interested if personal taste 
would reflect. In this question I could observe weather any specific musical piece have not pleased 
any of the participants’ they would express it indirectly through this response. 

Considering the field experiment design and the survey questionnaire design I could not cover 
possible bias related to personal taste, mood of the participants, the weather conditions and the 
situations in which they are under. In this case they knew they were part of a field experiment and 
I believe that could have affected their emotions too. I am aware that I could not control these 
variables but I do not negate them. They could have biased the participants’ responses and I would 
be glad to examine their particularities in a new study.

It is important to highlight that the scope of my data collection and its analysis did not intend to 
include all the possible data external to the case (the “context”) and that I only considered the data 
closely related to the subject of my case study (the “phenomenon”) (Yin, 2009, p.32). In the field 
experiment and survey design I was not covering a couple of variables related to contextual factors 
but I do not negate them. Personal taste, mood of the participants, the weather conditions and 
the situations in which they were under (as they were aware of being part of a field experiment) 
could have biased the responses. Nevertheless, I would be glad to examine such particularities in 
a future study.
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4.2 The Qualitative Data Analysis

4.2.1 Photo Documentation 

“What constitutes data? Data sources includes persons, places, things, events, and outcomes [...]. 
In short, anything and everything can be considered as a source for data.” (Gregory 1993, p.64) I 
found it relevant to display some of the photographies I made to during the field experiment. In 
order to contrast the two routes I will place images from the same musical piece/space to illustrate 
the environment in Route 1 and Route 2. In this way, the documentation allows the reader to 
observe the differences in these two scenarios. 

As previously commented, my intention when designing Route 1 was to create an atmosphere 
more friendly, less busy, near natural landscapes (green area, strings, lake, and the Weser river 
side) as well as part of the historic part of Bremen (around Boettcherstrasse, the city hall and 
Schnoor). This pleasant environment, more related to leisure moments within the city, I compared 
to the concept of Hi-Fi (Schafer 1977).  In order to contrast with the nice ambience of R1, Route 
will show a more industrial, busy and noisy environment, in the context to what was already 
discussed as Lo-Fi (see Chapter 2). I will place the visual documentation (photos) as well as some 
comments from the participants. 
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Image 1.2; 1.3; 1.4: piece “Ambience” in Route 1 (left column) Image 1.5; 1.6; 1.7: piece “Ambience” in Route 2 (right column)

“Ambience”in Route 1  “Ambience”in Route 2
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Image 1.8; 1.9; 2.0: piece “Reflections” in Route 1 (left column) Image 2.1; 2.2; 2.3: piece “Reflections” in Route 2 (right column)

“Reflections” in Route 1  “Reflections”in Route 2
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Image 2.4; 2.5; 2.6: piece “Sunrise” in Route 1 (left column) Image 2.7; 2.8; 2.9: piece “Sunrise” in Route 2 (right column)

“Sunrise”in Route 1  “Sunrise”in Route 2
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Image 3.0; 3.1; 3.2: piece “Slow” in Route 1 (left column) Image 3.3; 3.4;3.5: piece “Slow” in Route 2 (right column)

“Slow” in Route 1  “Slow”in Route 2
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Image 3.6; 3.7; 3.8: piece “Harmonic” in Route 1 (left column) Image 3.9; 4.0; 4.1: piece “Harmonic” in Route 2 (right column)

“Harmonic”in Route 1  “Harmonic”in Route 2
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Image 4.2; 4.3; 4.4: piece “Brahms” in Route 1 (left column) Image 4.5; 4.6; 4.7: piece “Brahms” in Route 2 (right column)

“Brahms” in Route 1  “Brahms”in Route 2
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4.2.2 Comments on the Open Questions

I decided to place the responses that were related to the theory during the course of Chapter 2. 
However, here I will exhibit the main contributions that lead me to conclusions. I selected the 
comments that showed similarities and placed them under the titles - which are announcing the 
main point presented in each of these sub-sections.

The comments here are referent to the Section 4:

4.1 Please try to describe in which ways this “sound walk” differs from your daily practice of listening 
to music on your smartphone or mp3 player. Feel free to point positive and negative aspects.

4.2.2.1 To be Surprised

The mystery is intriguing, so much I would even colour-code rather than name zones and give 
them a feel implied by a title. This way I would share in the journey composer’s world.”
(female participant in Route 1)

“In addition, the fact that somebody - that I trust - picked already music for me and sets it 
available to listen is something that I love. That’s why I listen to radio (online radios mostly).”
(female participant in Route 2)

“It is also different from normal listening since you wouldn’t listen to the music you already know, 
but something new. And you would experience the music quite differently, since your objective in 
this case is to experience the place.” (male participant in Route 2)

4.2.2.2 In Tune with the Space

“The main difference for me was that the experience made me aware or more “in tune” with the 
surroundings.” (male participant in Route 2)

“I think it encourages you to be more aware of the spaces you are into. It can cover the environment 
sounds that also give you idea of the place, but complements the feeling of time in the place.”
(female participant in Route 2)

Normally I use music on the Bahn for covering or “hiding” the place, avoiding it. Here in the 
“sound walk” it turn the experience of passing by in something worth it to observe.”
(female participant in Route 2)
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The main difference for me was that the experience made me aware or more “in tune” with the 
surroundings. (male participant in Route 2)

On the positive side it felt that you were noticing much more details about the place than you 
normally would. In some parts the music could also make you feel certain way, and characterize 
the place the way the creator would like the listener to feel. So it’s quite a powerful instrument in 
this way. (male participant in Route 2)

I tend to set the mood I want depending on where I’m going and so on and therefore I use it 
to isolate myself from what’s happening around, in this case, the opposite was true, I was, in a 
certain sense, disconnected from my own mood and more connected to the experience of what 
happened around me and the tiny coincidences when the music synchronised with something 
I saw. I would compare it to a live show of the environment working in conjunction with the 
music... And daily listening, except some weirdly coincidental magic moments is not like that. 
(male participant in Route 2)

4.2.2.3 [losing] control

the loose of control over the music. My music reception becomes a slave of the decisions and tastes 
of the apps authors/Djs which can be both negative and positive. (male participant in Route 1)

It is very different to have no control over the music. Usually it obeys my mood, not dictates it.
(female participant in Route 2)

Thinking about the final product I would like to have the ability to switch to an alternative song 
that still fits to the specific space. (male participant in Route 1)

the music is new and not my type of music except for the last track which was classic music.
(male participant in Route 1)

the music selection is something that made this “sound walk” different than my usual music 
listening. It’s normal that not all songs were the style I listen to.
(female participant in Route 2)
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4.2.2.5 Useful Feedback for Future Works:

“if the same music is playing each time I am in the surrounding it could be boring”
(male participant in Route 1)

“I want to make my own journey to share! Definitely commercial and artistic applications with this.” 
(female participant in Route 1)

I miss somehow a second layer that could be complementary, over positioned but harmonic 
to these tunes and that is the sounds of the city, what is there. Could this be happening, this 
confrontation, in such way that it doesn’t “exceeds” of info we already have?” (male participant 
in Route 2)

But I believe it could only work in a very good way if location-based triggering would work more 
precisely and less affected by poor signal etc. (male participant in Route 2)

But in daily life there’s not often time for this kind of exploration. I’d use it on Sundays or 
something similar, not everyday. (female participant in Route 2)

I would very much like to try more such “sound walks” in the future. 
(male participant in Route 2)

In closing to this section, as I am aware that much of what I would describe here is relevant to 
the final discussion of this study, I clarify that my analysis of this selection of comments will be 
exhibited on the Chapter 5. Conclusion. 



O
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5. CONCLUSION

ver the last decades, sound appreciation (as music listening) has been naturally 
transformed by the use of technological apparatuses. From concert halls to the privacy 
of our homes, in our commute, music has been presented to us in different formats 

and materials. What once was physical and limited in number and accessibility, as traditional 
media of sound distribution, is now non-rivalrous, pervasive and, in a way, intangible. Compared 
to a vinyl, for instance, the digital musical album or album app would be tangible only if we 
considered the device manipulated to access them, the smartphone or tablet. But such objects 
are not conceived neither perceived as the album. These transformations have certainly affected 
the listeners’ perceptions and engagement with music and artists, as much of an artist identity 
can be stated by the graphic and sonic design presented in their albums. I believe that both the 
impact of what was then mentioned as “Digital Darwinism” as well as the opportunities available 
in mobile media technology, encouraged artists and musicians to explore new ways of releasing 
their musical pieces. The “open work” aspect certainly reflects a contemporary trend of engaging 
audiences in a more active mode of listening. 

During debates in the university, I often noticed certain difficulty in limiting the discussions 
to the research boundaries. I believe that this was due to the novelty of the topic, as location-
based musical album listening is not yet an ordinary practice. As such, none of my colleagues had 
experienced it enough to be able to discuss their personal impressions about it. I was always trying 
to grasp what they thought about location-based concept in music listening. The discussions and 
informal conversations were useful to point some particular aspects which helped me to evolve 
my research question. However, I noticed that often these debates would shift toward the practice 
of mobile music listening which were not part of the location-based realm. Despite this interest, 
this study discusses the specific situation of a location-based album– a musical piece is tied to a 
physical outdoor public space, and available only in that specific area – released as an album app. 

Due to the novelty of this album format, I planned to design a field experiment. How to understand 
the listeners’ perspective if not analysing them under the same circumstances?  The analysis of 
the scarce theory available on the topic would not cover this task and it became clear that I would 
have to test the concept of LBMA myself. It was essential to investigate this phenomenon in its 
real world environment, in order to grasp concepts, behaviours and interactions that might be 
included in future studies and were not predictable in the beginning of this current. Besides, 
the main object of study was the effects of outdoor public urban spaces on music listening, and 
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that would be poorly simulated in a lab. I would like to approach the field experiment, however, 
in a less “laboratorial” way in the future, having less control over the participants’ actions. It 
would be interesting to observe the phenomenon in a situation where participants would not 
necessarily know that they are being observed or part of a field experiment, in order to grasp more 
spontaneous actions. Overall, the experience with my first empirical research was very enriching.

From the perspective of Media Ecology and McLuhan’s studies, I considered interesting to analyse 
different sections of this media ecosystem in separate first and further as an ensemble. Mainly 
focusing in the question: “how does the physical space affect the experience of listening to music?”

The use of case study as the methodology of research was important for contextualising the LBMA 
phenomenon. It was equally relevant to draw parallels between the state of the art and previous 
works (that used different technologies) and comment on the historical background of media 
technology and sound history, in order to correlate it with the empirical data collected in the field. 

When trying to test the concept of LBMA, I used the rival hypothesis analysis of the two contrasting 
routes, delivering the same audio content, under the premise of a location-based musical album. 
R1 intended to be friendly and closer to green areas (although still inside the city). R1 showed 
less busy and moderately noisy environments. It was close to what Schafer stated as Hi-Fi. In 
contrast, the R2 was designed in a more industrial, noisy and often uninteresting environments. 
We crossed areas that expressed meanings (Casakin & Kreitler 2008) that were not connected to 
leisure or relaxation, (as abandoned warehouses, buildings away from commercial areas, busy 
avenues, noisy tunnels and the frenetic main train station of the city). In other words,  it was a 
busy and highly stimulating scenario – not only sonically, but also visually. I intended to contrast 
the album listening surrounded by a Hi-Fi to a Lo-Fi soundscape , as well a green area resembling 
leisure to an industrial busy one. It was interesting to note that the Lo-Fi was not that disturbing 
as one could find according to Schafer’s analysis, in which there is a certain concern related 
to the lack of clarity of sounds in such sonic environments. Therefore, people adapted to such 
sonically chaotic environments with the passage of time and they were not intimidated by them. 
I would say they are rather indifferent to its incredibly busy dynamics. From this perspective, the 
personal stereo can be seen as a solution, as it filters out the cityscape, if one finds it too noisy or 
distractive. In addition to that, according to the type of headphones used and volume applied, the 
listener may sonically interact with these spaces although applying such filters. I see this as a very 
contrasting point to the existing analysis by Schafer and would like to develop it in a future work. 
How to design locative musical albums in communion with a local soundscape? Testing it in both 
contrasting scenarios again (Lo-Fi and Hi-Fi). It was pointed by many participants in informal 
conversations that the music being reactive to the local soundscape would be an interesting model 
of listening to a location-based album. Accessing it every time without knowing how it would 
develop, and having their curiosity triggered for not predicting how it would sound the next time.
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The  concept of a living and mutating album piece is a great opportunity for artists in their musical 
releases. It has been already used in some projects but can be largely encouraged to novel practices 
and releases on this recent way of providing music, as the listener curates as well as performs, 
while listening and walking around a musical album. I think it would be even interesting to 
provide a platform that allows independent artists to make use of it, without having to design 
the entire process from scratch, which would limit their work when having a budget for their 
releases. I would point Radio Aporee as the closest platform currently available for that but as 
a plus it should be interesting to design possibilities where the local sounds would merge and 
affect the digital composition presented in such urban spaces. That similarly resembles to the 
theory present on walking practices as the Derivé by Debord or De Certeau writings on walking 
on the cityscapes when one can improvise, via walking, the listening of their musical albums. 
As well as musicians could encounter on the urban public scenarios an interesting stage for the 
appreciation of their works via sonic augmentation. As the concept was already presented in the 
pop music world via the project Tempest by Bob Dylan I believe it is not an absurd assumption 
that there is an opportunity in that. As already mentioned it would be great to provide a platform 
for independent artists to place their pieces as a musical space in constant transit and sort of 
supporting the local scene in innovative ways. 

In this study I pointed the sound walks as the closest predecessor of location-based musical 
album app. I can conclude that the main novelties brought about by LBMA when compared to 
the previous ways of producing and delivering the content of sound walks was firstly based on 
accessibility. What once could be limited in number of CDs or tapes, timetables to access the 
material in libraries, or numerous ways artists would use to deliver their work to the audience, is 
now available at any time as mobile apps or downloadable MP3 podcasts. Secondly, technology 
helped a more individualised experience when having no need for a guide or a voiced guide. In 
the case of the album app the GPS tracking units can deliver this information naturally and ideally 
the listener would not have much contact with the smartphone screen while walking. The map 
will be free to be explored at any time but the listener might feel free to explore an area in any 
directions he/she intends and may create a new album, with new durations and sequences every 
time he explores it.

Back to the field experiment, as already mentioned, it was of vital importance for this study, as 
I could investigate the phenomenon in its real world environment, making use of the specific 
technology debated in the theoretical section. I evaluate that the empirical data collection, for its 
restrictions of time and financial resources, could be considerably better developed in the future, 
with a more in depth study. Taking in consideration a more convenient number of pre-tests for 
the questionnaire design. As for the technology side, I would investigate a more efficient way 
for designing the route in more open areas, as the GPS data still presented some problems to 
trigger the audio files during the field experiment, and it was mainly unstable near areas with a 
big number of tall buildings. I would also like to perform focus group and interviews in a future 
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study, as I could see from the methodology explored by Michael Bull as a very enriching way of 
understanding what does really matter in terms of listening to music on the go, always focusing in 
what is commented from the perspective of the listener. The personal stereo, in outdoors public 
environments, can augment and enrich scenarios and I was glad to try to test this concept, still 
I see it as a work in progress, of such spaces in cities aestheticising the music in return as an 
echoing effect that initiates with the music listening and loops back and forth when the pedestrian 
continues its listening while exploring urban areas on foot. 

It was an interesting aspect of this work to debate on the “aesthetics control” in reverse. I intended 
to enrich this debate questioning “what if the space also aestheticises the music?” Especially if one 
considers that music only exists in that outdoor public space? I still see it as a work in progress. 
My conclusion is that the minority of the participants were capable to point these specificities. 
Perhaps that could be better investigated in a future work. I would point as the weakest point that 
I was testing the comfort aspect and it did not show as a present or perceived aspect, especially 
in the unfriendly Route 2 which was designed to measure the possible uncomfortable situations 
generated by super busy environments. I cannot conclude if the “negative” aspect of busy noisy 
space affected negatively the LBMA listening because such space was not perceived as disturbing 
neither caused people to be uncomfortable. At least that was not evident in the data gathered. In 
the scale of emotion (GEMS 9) I concluded that the musical pieces were once again the layer that 
prevailed in the listeners’ perception of space and for this reason the emotions provoked were 
mainly similar in both R1 and R2. With that I could conclude that music was still the most evident 
layer and people did not feel much different when in R1 compared to R2. I believe their responses 
were similar as they had their attention drawn more by the musical layer than the physical space 
surrounding them. I would rather say that when the space was not that pleasant, in R2, people 
mentioned more how the music was influent and present, that means they were aestheticising the 
space that was not that pleasant for enhancing their private experience of it, building up a new 
story in that scenario. The familiarity with space also made people focus in both music and space 
together and not only in one rather than the other. So I believe I should design more extreme 
situations in which the physical space could contrast in a more drastic ways, in order to investigate 
such effects on the music listening. That is still, in my results, a concept to be put to test. 

The discussions on “interfaceless” interface, and the production of spaces via the use of mobile 
technology (Farman 2012) proved that personal stereos do not necessarily drastically isolate 
people from the outer world. What some interpret as isolation is actually a way that urban citizens 
found of dosing what they like to be or not perceived in a daily basis.. It is interesting to notice 
the need of a “production of space” was not a consequence of mobile technology alone but also 
a reaction to the busy environments that cities have. The blasé attitude can be interpreted as a 
way of moulding the environment with the tools that we have and this should not be labelled as 
a negative practice at all, from my research conclusions point of view. When visuals and sounds 
can be overwhelming (and sometimes perceived as disturbing when in excess), when unwanted 
contact with strangers might be seem as unnecessary, people will have the possibility to create 
their own cocoons (Ito, Okabe & Anderson 2009) when experiencing such public spaces
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The contextualisation of field experiment and survey with the theory allowed me to build certain 
validity via triangulation among the different sources of data analysed and, again I highlight that 
in any point it was intended here to show a numeric or statistical generalisation. Instead “analytic 
generalization” was applied and the cross case synthesis as data analysis technique  as my intention 
with this study is “to expand and generalize theories” and not “to enumerate frequencies” alone 
(Yin, 2009, p.15). The numeric data could help and also might apply for future works, but it would 
most likely to serve as an additional element of a set of data collection. I found it particularly more 
interesting the qualitative approach, as this study analyses a very subjective topic (the experience 
of listening to music in pre-specified areas summed to the activity of exploring outdoors cityscapes 
via walking) and I personally found that making use of open questions allowed participants to 
express things that one could not predict or think of before even designing that questionnaire. It 
is very interesting to find concept replications when the questions were not direct to the point, 
for instance when people mention a detail on the physical space that affected them without this 
being requested on the question, that made me excited about studying those points better in  a 
near future. 

I am certainly taking in consideration that many of the impressions I had, from participants’ 
responses and actions during the field experiment, could have been affected by many other 
aspects and variables that I was not able (and did not want) to control. I acknowledge that such 
uncontrollable variables could be interpreted as a weak point by some in the science field but 
I perceive it more as an enriching aspect in my experience of empirical researcher in the field. 
Additionally, it is a great point for the interaction design perspective, especially on wearable 
computing realm, that one should let go of the idea of control and predictability and try to 
observe behaviours under the unpredictable actions within different scenarios. Mobile media 
rarely allow the designer to predict in which situations such applications will be accessed and 
used. The scenarios and purposes can be unimaginable. When acknowledging such random and 
uncontrollable variables, the designer of interaction would try to offer just an ideal number of 
opportunities to be explored in various ways depending on the predisposition and pre concepts 
intrinsic to each person that would eventually interact with this sort of locative art (the musical 
album in my case).

When having the proximity with the participants, when on field observation and informal 
conversations I managed to get interesting feedback. I would point as potential solutions or 
projects to be exercised in a near future, the sonic tourism can be certainly widely explored more 
strongly by musical releases. With that one could exercise a peculiar exploration of the local scene 
of music production when visiting new cities. All with the advantage of filtering the local art 
available via tags and by picking locales. The design of the album could be then, in a certain level, 
up to the listeners choices, as they can filter by genre and create a new compilations (following a 
mixtape concept) when doing so. 
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I also express a great enthusiasm in providing a platform where people could be able to design 
their own soundtracks for paths  and with that they can dedicate such musical places (that 
might have already meanings attached) to whoever they like. Listeners could format a sound 
walk themselves with their own selection of music and spaces, reshaping the meaning and the 
experience of listening to such music or walking on these spaces. 

It was intended here to raise a debate on such dramatic changes. I hope with this study to add some 
interesting arguments to the existing empirical research on personal stereos use. As already stated 
by Bull (2000) there is a lack of empirical research in this field and I find it relevant as we all have 
a continuous and intense contact with such media in a regular basis, especially if we acknowledge 
the increasing use of wearable computing, having smartphones as the most ordinary item of its 
kind, and acknowledging that smartphone and tablets use has been affecting our way of dealing 
with realities as much as once the TV revolutionised our perception of space and communication. 

With this thesis and my brief theoretical discussion, I hope to have offered an interesting reflexion 
on what often McLuhan (2003b) mentions as “arranging various media to help each other”. I 
do not believe that this new format of album would make the existing ones irrelevant or even 
substitute them, but it brings interesting possibilities to be explored by musicians as well as by 
the listeners when promoting soundtracks to predesigned paths. While I believe this study raised 
some interesting questions on the topic, I certainly consider it to be a work in progress, for its 
complexity and the extensive material that can still be gathered while studying the such frame of 
the visible affecting the invisible. There are definitely great possibilities in location aware albums 
and I intend to expand my research in this field in a near future, in order to enhance the interaction 
design possibilities related to exploring new musical content while walking around the cities.
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7. APPENDIX

The following code is referent to the mobile app prototype (version 1):

// GPS Audio Player Example v1

init();

 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// Audio Channel Setup

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// When app starts, create two channels and setup ‘watches’ (so we know what the channels are 

doing)

function init() {

    af.audioChannel.init(2);

    af.audioChannel.watchStatus(0, statusUpdated); // Channel 0 is our ‘story’ channel

    af.audioChannel.watchStatus(1, updateUI); // Channel 1 is our ‘atmosphere’ channel

    

    // Update UI now

    updateUI();

}

 

// Called when the story channel updates.  

// If it’s playing a story, show the name on screen

// and change the size of the ‘progress’ bar to show how much has been played.

function updateUI(url, elapsed, amount, paused) {

    if (url) {

        ui.title.text(url);

        ui.progress.width( amount*280 );

        ui.progress.hidden(false);

    } else {

        ui.progress.hidden(true);

        ui.title.text(“(nothing playing)”);

    }

}

 // Called when the atmosphere channel updates. Prints out log information.

function statusUpdated(url, elapsed, amount, paused) {

    if (url) {

7.1 Prototype
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        log(“Playing “ + url + “ “ + Math.floor(amount * 100) + “%”);

    }

}

 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// Functions used by zones in the Location tab

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

 

// For each story zone in the Location tab, make sure Move In / Function is set to enterStory

function enterStory() {

    var a = audioFromFeature(this);

    log(“add story “ + a);

    af.audioChannel.add(0, a);

}

 

// For each story zone in the Location tab, make sure Move In / Function is set to leaveStory

function leaveStory() {

    clearIfNeeded(0, this);

}

 

// For each atmosphere zone in the Location tab, make sure Move In / Function is set to 

enterAtmosphere.

function enterAtmosphere() {

    var a = audioFromFeature(this);

    log(“add atmosphere “ + a);

    af.audioChannel.add(1, a, {loop:true});

}

 

// For each atmosphere zone in the Location tab, make sure Move Out / Function is set to 

leaveAtmosphere.

function leaveAtmosphere() {

    clearIfNeeded(1, this);

}

 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// Functions used by buttons in the Layout tab

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// Make sure your play button has code name ui.play, and tapped function set to play

function play() {

    ui.play.hidden(true);

    ui.pause.hidden(false);

    af.audioChannel.resume(0);

    af.audioChannel.resume(1);

}
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// Make sure your pause button has code name ui.pause, and tapped function set to pause

function pause() {

    ui.play.hidden(false);

    ui.pause.hidden(true);

    af.audioChannel.pause(0);

    af.audioChannel.pause(1);

}

 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// Utility functions

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// A handy function to work out the name of the mp3 file to play from the name of the zone.

function audioFromFeature(feature) {

    return “audio/” + feature.getName() + “.mp3”;

}

 

// If you have overlapping zones, it’s possible leaving a zone will stop audio started by another zone

// This function helps by only clearing if the zone’s audio is still playing.

// Perhaps a future AppFurnace version will make this simpler..

function clearIfNeeded(channel, feature) {

    af.audioChannel.getStatus(channel, 

        function(url, elapsed, amount, isPaused) {

            if (url === audioFromFeature(feature)) {

                log(“clearing “ + channel);

                af.audioChannel.clear(channel);

            } else {

                log(“not clearing “ + channel);

            }

        });

}
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The following code is referent to the mobile app prototype  after tests and feedback 
(version 2):

// GPS Audio Player Example v2

init();

 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// Audio Channel Setup

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

 

// When app starts, create two channels and setup ‘watches’ (so we know what the channels are 

doing)

function init() {

    af.audioChannel.init(2);

    af.audioChannel.watchStatus(0, statusUpdated); // Channel 0 is our ‘story’ channel

    af.audioChannel.watchStatus(1, updateUI); // Channel 1 is our ‘atmosphere’ channel

    

    // Update UI now

    updateUI();

}

 

// Called when the story channel updates.  

// If it’s playing a story, show the name on screen

// and change the size of the ‘progress’ bar to show how much has been played.

function updateUI(url, elapsed, amount, paused) {

    if (url) {

        ui.title.text(url);

        ui.progress.width( amount*280 );

        ui.progress.hidden(false);

    } else {

        ui.progress.hidden(true);

        ui.title.text(“(nothing playing)”);

    }

}

 

// Called when the atmosphere channel updates. Prints out log information.

function statusUpdated(url, elapsed, amount, paused) {

    if (url) {

        log(“Playing “ + url + “ “ + Math.floor(amount * 100) + “%”);

    }

}
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/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// Functions used by zones in the Location tab

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

 

// For each story zone in the Location tab, make sure Move In / Function is set to enterStory

function enterStory() {

    var a = audioFromFeature(this);

    log(“add story “ + a);

    af.audioChannel.add(0, a);

}

 

// For each story zone in the Location tab, make sure Move In / Function is set to leaveStory

function leaveStory() {

    clearIfNeeded(0, this);

}

 

// For each atmosphere zone in the Location tab, make sure Move In / Function is set to enterAtmosphere.

function enterAtmosphere() {

    var a = audioFromFeature(this);

    log(“add atmosphere “ + a);

    af.audioChannel.add(1, a, {loop:true});

}

 

// For each atmosphere zone in the Location tab, make sure Move Out / Function is set to 

leaveAtmosphere.

function leaveAtmosphere() {

    clearIfNeeded(1, this);

}

 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// Functions used by buttons in the Layout tab

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

 

// Make sure your play button has code name ui.play, and tapped function set to play

function play() {

    ui.play.hidden(true);

    ui.pause.hidden(false);

    af.audioChannel.resume(0);

    af.audioChannel.resume(1);

}

 

// Make sure your pause button has code name ui.pause, and tapped function set to pause
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function pause() {

    ui.play.hidden(false);

    ui.pause.hidden(true);

    af.audioChannel.pause(0);

    af.audioChannel.pause(1);

}

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

// Utility functions

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

 

// A handy function to work out the name of the mp3 file to play from the name of the zone.

function audioFromFeature(feature) {

    return “audio/” + feature.getName() + “.mp3”;

}

 //========================================================================

// Add this bit in, one line for each audio file

//========================================================================

var nameToAudio = {

  “audio/ambience.mp3”:”Ambience”,

  “audio/reflections.mp3”:”Reflections”,

  “audio/sunrise.mp3”:”Sunrise Forever”,

  “audio/slow.mp3”:”Slow Home Now”,

  “audio/machine.mp3”:”Harmonic Echo Machine”,

  “audio/brahms.mp3”:”Brahms Trio”

};

 

// This function returns the track description if there is one, otherwise returns the name of the audio 

file.

function nameFromAudio(audio) {

    if (nameToAudio[audio]) {

        return nameToAudio[audio];

    }

        return audio;

}

//========================================================================

 

// Called when the story channel updates.  

// If it’s playing a story, show the name on screen

// and change the size of the ‘progress’ bar to show how much has been played.

function updateUI(url, elapsed, amount, paused) {

    if (url) {

        ui.title.text( nameFromAudio(url) ); // <-- CHANGE THIS LINE
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        ui.progress.width( amount*280 );

        ui.progress.hidden(false);

    } else {

        ui.progress.hidden(true);

        ui.title.text(“(nothing playing)”);

    }

}

 

// If you have overlapping zones, it’s possible leaving a zone will stop audio started by another zone

// This function helps by only clearing if the zone’s audio is still playing.

// Perhaps a future AppFurnace version will make this simpler..

function clearIfNeeded(channel, feature) {

    af.audioChannel.getStatus(channel, 

        function(url, elapsed, amount, isPaused) {

            if (url === audioFromFeature(feature)) {

                log(“clearing “ + channel);

                af.audioChannel.clear(channel);

            } else {

                log(“not clearing “ + channel);

            }

        });

}
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SOUNDTrACKING PATHS
A cAse study on locAtion-bAsed musicAl Albums

This survey is an essential instrument in my master’s thesis for the Inter-University Digital 
Media Master Program. Thank you for collaborating to this research!

University of Bremen 

University of Applied Sciences Bremen

University of the Arts Bremen

University of Applied Sciences Bremerhaven

Researcher responsible: Fernanda Sa Dias 

Survey questionnaire delivered in the field experiment. 

7.2 Questionnaire
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Welcome to the album route “soundtracking paths”! I am glad you are now part of it and 
is contributing to one of the most relevant phases of this project: the test of a concept in 
its real-world environment. You are adding the listeners’ perspectives on “location-based 
musical album”, certainly an essential piece for my final conclusions on this research. 

In the following pages I will provide you information regarding the procedures when 
being part of this research as a quasi-experiment and survey participant.

I am Fernanda Dias and I am currently investigating the phenomena of “location-based 
album apps” in my master’s thesis for the Inter-University Master Program at University 
of Bremen, University of the Arts Bremen, University of Applied Sciences Bremerhaven  
and University of Applied Sciences Bremen. 

The supervisors of my master’s thesis are Prof. Dr. Frieder Nake (University of Bremen) 
and Hannes Hoelzl (University of the Arts Bremen). 

SOUNDTrACKING PATHS
A cAse study on locAtion-bAsed musicAl Albums
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Procedure 1

I will meet you in the place you previously have chosen in the map to start your  
“sound walk”.

I will provide a mobile gadget with the app needed for the test and we will double check together 
if everything is working correctly.

You will read the questionnaire and you will have the time to ask me if you have any doubts on 
the way you should proceed on the “sound walk” or related to the questions themselves. 

Procedure 2

This is time for you to start your “sound walk”. Neither me or other participants will accompany 
you. This intentionally meets the idea of a “personal and individual experience” as it should be 
when you walk thorough the city listening to your mobile gadget. 

While walking please take your time to focus on what you are listening to and the environment 
that surrounds you. 

You can notice the name of the musical piece currently being played on the screen of the app 
“Soundtracking paths”. Please write this name down before starting the questionnaire.

Do not bother to write as much as you need to express your ideas in the most honest way. 
Please consider mainly the way you feel and not the way the music seems to be (danceable, 
downtempo, happy, melancholic). For instance, we might not feel down when listening to a sad 
song, or not necessarily happy when listening to a cheerful music.   

Very important: The same questionnaire should be answered to every musical piece you listen 
to during your walk. There are six musical pieces in total. They vary in time length from 4 to 38 
minutes. You can see a progress bar which will inform you how long this piece takes to be over. 
You will decide for how long you want to listen to each track. But it is recommended to listen to 
at least  two minutes of each track in order to start answering the questionnaire. 

I hope you enjoy your “sound journey”. 
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SECTION 1 

You should listen to at least two minutes of each musical piece in order to start answering.

Please write the name of the musical piece that you are listening to:  

.................................................................................................

1.1 Do you feel comfortable* in this space?

(   ) (   ) (   ) (   ) (   )
Not at all Somewhat Moderately Quite a lot Very Much

*comfortable: Producing feelings of ease or security. Free from stress or anxiety.

1.2 Does this space suit to the musical piece you are listening to?

(   ) (   ) (   ) (   ) (   )
Not at all Somewhat Moderately Quite a lot Very Much

1.3  Do you feel like listening to this musical piece for a longer period of time?

(   ) (   ) (   ) (   ) (   )
Not at all Somewhat Moderately Quite a lot Very Much
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SECTION 2  

Instructions
When providing your ratings, please describe how the music you listen to makes you feel 
(e.g.: this music makes me feel sad). Do not describe the music (e.g.: this music is sad) or 
what the music may be expressive of (e.g.: this music expresses sadness). Keep in mind that 
sometimes a piece of music can be sad or can sound sad without making you feel sad. 
 
When listening to the music and observing the space that surrounds you, please write the 
number corresponding to the intensity with which you felt each of the following feelings 
from 1 to 5 :  
 
1 = Not at all 2 = Somewhat 3 = Moderately 4 = Quite a lot 5 = Very Much

1. Wonder 1 2 3 4 5
Filled with wonder, Dazzled, Moved 
2. Transcendence 1 2 3 4 5
Fascinated, Overwhelmed, Feelings of transcendence and spirituality

3. Power 1 2 3 4 5
Strong, Triumphant, Energetic
4. Tenderness 1 2 3 4 5
Tender, Affectionate, In love

5. Nostalgia 1 2 3 4 5
Nostalgic, Dreamy, Melancholic
6. Peacefulness 1 2 3 4 5
Serene, Calm, Soothed
7. Joyful Activation 1 2 3 4 5
Joyful, Amused, Bouncy
8. Sadness 1 2 3 4 5
Sad, Sorrowful
9. Tension 1 2 3 4 5
Tense, Agitated, Nervous
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SECTION 3

3.1. Is it the first time you walk on this place?
(  ) yes, it is the first time I walk on this place.     
(  ) no, it is not the first time I walk on this place. 
(  ) I am not sure if I did walk on this place before. 

In positive case: “yes, this is the first time I walk on this place”
or in case of doubt “I am not sure if I did walk on this place before” please respond 3.1.a: 

3.1.a Considering your lack of familiarity with this place, during this first initial minutes 
of listening:
(  ) I did focus more in the space than in the music. 
(  ) I did focus more in the music than in the space. 
(  ) I believed I was focused in both with the same intensity. 
(  ) I can not tell the difference, if I focused more in the space or in the music.

In negative case: “no, it is not the first time I walk on this area” please respond 3.1.b: 

3.1.b Considering your familiarity with this place, during this first initial minutes of 
listening: 
(  ) I felt a positive difference from my previous experience(s) of walking on this place. 
(  ) I felt a negative difference from my previous experience(s) of walking on this place. 
(  ) I did not feel different at all from my previous experience(s) of walking on this place. 
(  ) I can not tell the difference from my previous experiences.

3.2 Take your time to look carefully around you. Please describe how do you feel about 
the musical piece you are listening now. 
E.g.: you feel like dancing; you feel like sitting in a more quiet place to enjoy the music; you feel like you want to walk 

faster and leave this area; you feel the scenario activates on you a positive mood; you feel the scenario activates on 

you a negative mood; I believe the scenario do not influence me at all.
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SECTION 4 (only answer once in the end of your journey)

4.1 Please try to describe in which ways this “sound walk” differs from your daily practice 
of listening to music on your smartphone or mp3 player. Feel free to point positive and 
negative aspects.
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